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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: Task Scheduling for FMS based on Genetic Algorithms
Hung-Yuan Li, Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, 1991
Thesis directed by: Dr. Edwin S. H. Hou
Department of Electrical and Computer En g ineerin g

A Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) consisting of p automated guided vehicles
(AGV's), m workstations and n tasks is studied. The main problem investigated in
this thesis is to find an optimal or suboptimal task scheduling for p AGV's among m
workstations to complete n tasks.

An efficient approach based on genetic algorithms has been designed and
implemented to solve the problem of task scheduling for a FMS. Near-optimal, or
even optimal. task scheduling is accomplished by genetic algorithms. Simulation
results on the algorithm are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Flexible manufacturing system
A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a large and complex system
typically consisting of a set of workstations; a material handling system (MHS) that
connects these workstations by automated guided vehicles (AGV's); and service
centers (e.g., material warehouse, tool room, repair equipment). The workstation is
an autonomous unit that performs certain manufacturing functions (e.g., a machining center, inspection machine, and a load-unload robot). The MHS is used for
distributing the appropriate input to the workstations, so that the workstation can
performs its tasks and remove from the workstation its output, e.g., ready products
and worn tools [1], [2]. Typically, parts and materials in a FMS are efficiently and
automatically conveyed via AGV's between workstations for processing under
computer control. To reduce cost and increase production, the planning and decision

control for a FMS includes balancing the workload of the workstations, task-order
scheduling and dispatching, automated tool and material management.

1.2 Literature Review
Flexible manufacturing systems are being installed by many organizations in
an effort to improve productivity. Because efficient operation of these systems is such
a complex task, the concept of computer-based decision support systems promises to
remedy the situation. After an FMS is built and configured, two main problems
remain to be solved are planning and scheduling. These two problems can be
formulated as the determination of an optimal task scheduling of P AGV's among M
workstations to complete N tasks in an FMS. Various approaches regarding the
planning and scheduling of FMS have been proposed by researchers [2]-[9]. P. E.
Chen and J. Talavage [2] used a software package, Production Decision Support
System, to assist the production decision maker in operating this complex
manufacturing facility. R. Sui and C. K. Whitney [3] defined the structure of a
decision support system to get the maximum benefit from an FMS. The structure of
this decision support system parallels the organizational activities involved in running
the FMS. A. Ballakur and H. J. Steudel [4] reviewed important theoretical and
practical developments in job control. The distinguishing feature of this paper is the
identification and summary of important concepts and procedures useful for
incorporation into computerized job shop control system. Ho and Cao [5] used a
perturbation analysis to estimate the sensitivity of system throughput with respect to
routing probabilities in queuing networks and FMS. The use of mathematical
programming, to establish the optimality of balanced workload for certain types of
FMS's, was performed by Stecke and Morin [6]. The necessary planning and decision
2

control of an FMS includes balancing the workload of the workstations; work-order
scheduling and dispatching; and automated tool and material management. These
aspects of FMS have been discussed in [7] - [9]. In addition, C. L. Chen et al. [10],
and P. S. Lui and L. C. Fu [11] proposed using A * search algorithm with minimax
criterion and heuristic rules to solve the optimal task scheduling for FMS. A * search
algorithm is a classical minimum-cost graph search method which guarantees finding
an optimal solution by using heuristic information. The efficiency of this method is
highly dependent on the heuristic information. In this thesis, we present an
alternative approach which can efficiently find a solution based on genetic
algorithms. The task scheduling problem in FMS can be thought as a generalization
of the famous "Travelling Salesman Problem" which is known to be NP-complete.

1.3 Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms have been used to solve a wide variety of difficult and
complicated optimization problems, such as, optimizations involving discontinuous,
noisy, high-dimensional and multimodal objective function, combinatorial optimization [12], [13], and machine learning [14], [15]. The basic idea of genetic algorithms is
based on mechanics of natural genetics and the notion of survival of the fittest.
Typically, a genetic algorithm consists of the following four steps:
1) Initialize.
2 ) Evaluate fitness function.
3) Perform genetic operators.
4) Repeat step 2 and 3 until convergent.

3

1.4 Organization of thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we formulate the problem of
task scheduling in FMS. Chapter 3 introduce genetic algorithms, and cite an example
of a genetic operator. Chapter 4 explains how to find an optimal task scheduling by
genetic algorithms. Chapter 5 describes the simulation results and chapter 6
concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Description of system model
2.1 Problem formulation
From the description in the previous chapter, the optimal routing assignment
problem can be formulated by finding an optimal distribution of the appropriate
tasks to the workstations by AGV's. To raise the productivity of an FMS, it is
desirable to minimize the travelling time and job execution time of the AGV's among
the workstations. The total finishing time (which includes job execution time and
travelling time) of a routing assignment can be used as a cost function. Our objective
naturally focuses on finding a task schedule with the shortest finishing time. In fact,
the total finishing time of a routing assignment includes the total executing time
(through workstations), the total travelling time and the total waiting time. Waiting
occurs when two or more AGV's arrive at the same workstation, since only one AGV
can work in a workstation.

5

2.2 Assumptions of the system model
We assume the AGV's, workstations and the tasks have the following
properties:
a)

An AGV will not take part in the execution of another task, until it has finished the present task assigned, that is, non-preemptive scheduling.

b)

There are no precedence and dependence constraints between tasks, but the
internal subtasks of each task have constraints.

c)

Tasks are divided into 3 types: OR task, AND task, and SINGLE task.
OR task: This type of task has branches so that each AGV has at least
two different paths to select. An OR task indicates that subtasks of
only one of the branches need to be accomplished. (See Fig. 2.1)
AND task: This type of task has branches so that each AGV has at
least two different paths to select. An AND task indicates that subtasks
of all branches must be completed. There are no precedence and
dependence relationships among these branches. (See Fig. 2.2)
SINGLE task: This type of task has no branches, so each AGV has
only one path to select. (See Fig. 2.3)

d)

The number of AGV's, the number of tasks and the number of workstations
are predetermined.

e)

All workstations are interconnected.

6

f The location of every workstation is permanently fixed and predetermined.
Each AGV has a different travelling speed, but its speed is fixed. Therefore,
we can calculate the travelling time of any AGV from one workstation to the
other workstation in advance.
g) All AGV's have the same job execution time in the same workstation. The
launching position of the AGV's are not necessarily the same, because each
AGV may start from any dispatching center according to different needs.
h If there are two or more AGV's which want to enter the same
workstation, we call this task collision and permit the AGV which arrives first,
to enter the workstation. The other AGV's will wait until this AGV leaves the
workstation. If two AGV's arrive simultaneously at the same workstation,
then we assume AGVO has the highest priority (the priority ordering of
AGV's is AGVO,AGV1, , AGVp.).

7

TO has two possible paths: T00 and T01
TOO: w1-->w3-->w5

--

>w1

T01: w1-->w3-->W4-->W1

Ti has two possible paths: T10 and T11
T10:
w1-->w7-->w3-->w6

--

T11:
w1-->w3-->w7-->w6

>w1
>w1

--

T2 has only one path: T20 .
T20: w1-->w4-->W5-->W2

2.3 Representation of the system model
A FMS can be defined by a set S={ A, W, T, N}, where A denotes a set of
AGV's, W denotes a set of workstations, T denotes a set of unique tasks and N
denotes the number of executions of each corresponding task. Namely, A={ A1,A2,
Ap }, where Ai indicates the ith AGV; W={ W1, W2, , Wm }, where Wi
indicates workstation i; T={ T1, T2, , Tk }, where Ti indicates the ith type of task
and N= N1, N2, , Nk }, where Ni indicates the number of the ith type of task.

2.4 Cost function of a task schedule
Before we describe the cost function, we will first introduce the following
definitions.
A) Individual definitions:
a ) ATT hk : Travelling time of an AGV between workstation h and
workstation k.
b) WET h : Executing time of workstation h.
c) AWT i : Waiting time of AGV i for entering a workstation.
d ) SFT i : Total finishing time of schedule i.
e ) AFT i : The total finishing time of all tasks assigned to AGV i.
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To understand the following definitions, we suppose that there are k unique task type
(T1, T2, , Tk) and the number of AGV's is p. We assume, for the special case, that
every AGV is identically responsible for a sequence of tasks (T1,T2, ,Tk).
B) Integrated definitions:
a)

Let TET ij represent the execution time of task i via AGV j (not including
travelling time). Then the total execution time of a sequence of tasks (T1, T2,
, Tk) spent by AGV j is defined as :
ET j = TET 1j + TET 2j + + TET kj
Note. The execution time of any task is spent in workstations.
The travelling time of any task is spent between workstations.

b

Let TT ij denote the travelling time of task i via AGV j, then the total
travelling time of a sequence of tasks (T1,T2, , Tk) via AGV j is defined as:
TT j = TT 1j + TT 2j + + TT kj
When AGVj and AGVi arrive at a workstation at the same time, or the workstation is executing a subtask for AGVj when AGVi arrives at the
workstation, then AGV i has to wait until the workstation has completed work
and AGV j has left as well. The total waiting time for AGV j in a sequence of
tasks (T1, T2, , Tk) is defined as:

WT j = WT lj + WT 2j + + WT kj
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From the above definitions, the total finishing time of T1 through Tk taken by AGV j
is defined as :
TA j = ET j + TT + WT j
Suppose we are searching v schedules where every schedule has p AGV's and every
AGV processes the sequence of tasks ( T1,T2, , Tk). Then the total finishing time
of the ith schedule ( i is between 1 and v) is defined as:
SFT i = max { TA1, TA2, , TAp

}

And, the total finishing time of the best routing assignment among the v schedules is
defined as:
BSFT = min { SFT1,SFT2, , SFTv }

Let us illustrate the above definitions with the following example. Consider a chedule
with 2 AGV's and 2 tasks.
wl--->w4--->w6--->w2
et et e t e
AGVO 3 4 6 3 7 6 3
TO

T1 w0--->w3--->w5--->w2
et et e t e
AGV1 2 3 7 4 9 3 2
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Let us calculate the total finishing time of the schedule by using the following and
data :
Ending point of AGVO

Starting point of AGV's
0

3

AGVO lwl ltr

13

1w4

Itr 1w6

AGV1 IwOltr 1w3
0 2

5

16

7

23

29 30

33

ltr

Icollw2

1

ltr

1w5

ltr

1w2

I

12

16

25

28

30 (time unit)

Ending point of AGV1
col: collision happened

e : execution time

tr : AGV is travelling

t : travelling time

wi : ith workstation

The results are
ETO = 3 + 6 + 7 + 3 = 19 ; ET1 = 2 + 7 + 9 +2 = 20
TTO = 4 + 3 + 6 = 13 ; TT1 = 3 + 4 +3 = 10
WTO = 1 ; WT1 =0
TAO = ETO+TTO+WTO=33 ; TA1=ET1+TT1+WT1=30
So, SFT = max { TAO,TA1 } = 33 ( time unit ); BSFT = 33.
Note. TO has a collision and T1 does not.

12

Chapter 3
Description of genetic algorithms

3.1 Basic definitions of genetic algorithms

a)

Gene: A gene is the smallest element .

b)

Chromosome: A chromosome includes a set of genes.

c)

String: A string denotes the parameter of the search space and consists of a
set of chromosomes.

d)

Population: A population consists of a set of strings.

e)

Mutation: A process of changing the value of a gene.

f)

Crossover: The process of generating a new string by joining portions of two
old strings.

g)

Reproduction: The process of selecting new strings from an old population of
strings based on their fitness values.
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e)

Generation : An iteration in genetic algorithm.

3.2 Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms have been successfully applied to various optimization
problems, such as, travelling salesman problem, gas pipeline optimization, etc. The
success of genetic algorithms can be attributed to the following principles:
1)

Genetic algorithms use a coding of the parameter set rather than the
parameters themselves.

2)

Genetic algorithms search from a population of search nodes instead
of a single one.

3)

Genetic algorithms use probabilistic transition rules.

A genetic algorithm consists of a string representation ("genes") of the nodes in the
search space, a set of genetic operators for generating new search nodes, a fitness
function to evaluate the search nodes, and a stochastic assignment to control the
genetic operators.

The concise steps are summarized as follows:
a)

Initialization: An initial population of strings are constructed at
random.

b)

Evaluation of fitness function (cost function): The fitness value of each
string is calculated to allow us to judge whether the string is good or
bad.
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c)

Application of genetic operators: After evaluating the fitness value of
each string, we can apply the designed genetic operators to the old
population to generate a new population.

d)

Repeat (b) and (c) until convergent ("convergent" means that there is
no better solution than the latest solution.).

The application of genetic algorithms is controlled by a set of stochastic assignments.
These stochastic assignments together with the design of the genetic operators will
greatly affect the performance of the algorithm and the results obtained. From the
above description, we can see that genetic algorithms utilize the notion of survival of
the fittest; passing "good" genes to the next generation of strings, and combining
different strings to explore new search points.

3.3 Examples of mutation operators
In general, the mutation operator works by changing the value of a randomly
selected gene or by exchanging the value of two genes. For example,
a ) When the strings are represented as binary strings, mutation can be implemented by first choosing a bit at random. If the bit is 1 (0), then we replace it
with 0 (1). For instance, old string = 100001010 * , the new string generated
after mutation will be = 100011010.
* The bit position is selected at random.
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b ) For this mutation operator, we first randomly select two characters and
then exchange these two characters. For example:
Old string:ABCDEFGHIJ
New string:ABHDEFGCIJ

In GA's, mutation serves the crucial role of replacing the genes lost from the
population during the selection process, so that they can be tried in a new
context, or providing the genes that were not present in the initial population.

16

Chapter 4
Task scheduling in FMS using GA

4.1 Population size
The optimal number of strings in a population is largely determined by
experiment. In fact, if we select a large population size, the genetic algorithm will
spend much more time to run and may not find the best solution. At the same time, if
the population size chosen is too small, the optimal routing assignment might be
missed when GA prematurely converges. Based on our experience, a population size
of 20 is used.

4.2 Generating an initial population of schedules
Suppose there are n type of tasks (Ti + T2 +

+ Tn), p AGV's and in

workstations in a FMS. For convenience, we temporarily do not consider the
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travelling time between any two sequential tasks and the waiting time due to task
collisions. If the finishing time of each task is defined as TFT i (i is between 1 and n),
then the total finishing time for the n tasks is TFT where TFT = TFT1 + TFT2 +
+ TFTn. Since there are p AGV's in the FMS, every AGV basically works n/p tasks
and spends n/p TFT. We use an example here to clarify these relationships:
Given :

n = 5 : T1,T2,T3,T4,T5 ; 2 AGV's : AGV1, AGV2
TFT1= 30,TFT2=20,TFT3 = 12,TFT4=10,TFT5 = 8
TFT = TFT1 + TFT2 + TFT3 + TFT4 + TFT5
=30+20+12+10+8 = 80
So, AFT1 = AF'T2 = 80 / 2 = 40
AFT j : The total finishing time of tasks assigned to AGV j

To roughly distribute the task load evenly, first we randomly select a task (from n
tasks as the first task to be executed via AGV1. If AFT1 < 1/2 TFT (=40), then we
continue to randomly add tasks until the total finishing time via AGV1 is larger than
1/2 TFT. The rest of the n tasks, which were not selected by AGV1, will be all
executed by AGV2. Although this method generates inital task arrangements, it can
be modified to produce better task arrangements. For example,
AGV 1 : T1-->T2 (AFT1=30+20=50)
AGV2 : T3-- >T4-- >T5 (AFT2=12 +10+8=30)
The difference between the total finishing time of the two AGV's is 50 - 30=20. This
schedule is not a good routing assignment, because the workload is not balanced in
the two AGV's. We can utilize another method to modify this assignment. The
method is to balance the workload for all the AGV's, especially if the maximum

18

difference of the finishing times for any two tasks is large. We called the first method
"coarse arrangement", and the second method is called "fine arrangement". The steps
for fine arrangement is described in the following:

0) Initialization 1: loop= 0; u= 1
1)

Initialization 2: i=1 and j=1; Supposed AGV L (0 < L < p+1) has the
longest total finishing time (= LAFT) in the uth schedule and AGV S (0 < S
< p+1) is assumed with the shortest total finishing time (= SAFT) in the uth
schedule (0 < u < v+ 1). Assume AGV L handles n1 tasks and AGV S handles
ns tasks (nl+ns=n).
Note. Every schedule includes P AGV's which must start from the same time
but do not necessarily end at the same time. The total finishing time of this
schedule is equal to that of the AGV with longest total finishing time in all
AGV's.

2)

Select the ith task (0 < i < m+ 1) in AGV L and select the jth task (0 < j <
n+ 1) in AGV S.

3)

Exchange the previous two tasks.

4)

If LAFT - SAFT > I NLAFT - NSAFT 1, then we keep the new task
ordering and set LAFT=NLAFT and SAFT=NSAFT. Otherwise, restore the
original task ordering. If NLAFT - NSAFT 1 = 0, then stop.

5)

i=i+1; If i = m+1, then go to step 6. Otherwise go to the above step 2.

6)

Initialization 3: i=1 and j= 1; Continue to use AGV L, AGV S, LAFT and
SAFT in step 5.

7)

Select the ith task (i is between 1 and m) in the AGV L and select the jth task
(j is between 1 and n) in the AGV S.

8)

Exchange the previous two tasks.
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9)

If I LAFT - SAFT I > f NLAFT - NSAFT (, then we keep the new task
ordering and set LAFT=NLAFT and SAFT=NSAFT. Otherwise, restore the
original task ordering. If NLAFT NSAFT = 0, then stop.

10)

j=j +1; If j = n+1, then go to step11. Otherwise go to the above step 7.

11)

Perform this refinement process for five times. loop=loop +1; If loop=5, then
go to step 12. Otherwise go to step 1.

12)

u=u+1; If u=v, then stop. Otherwise loop=0 and go to step 1.

The above processing steps are slightly complicated, so we will use an example to
illustrate the above procedure,
Ex :

AGV1: T1-->T2 (AFT1=30+20=50)
AGV2: T3-- >T4-- >T5 (AFT2= 12 + 10+8=30)
n1=2, ns=3

Step 1.AGV L=AGV1; AGV S=AGV2; LAFT=AFT1 and SAFT=AFT2.
Step2. T1 is the ith (i=1) task in AGV1; T3 is the jth(j=1)task in AGV2.
Step3. Exchange the two tasks in step2, so the new task arrangement becomes the
following:
AGV1: T3-->T2 (NLAFT=12+20=32)
AGV2: T1-->T4-->T5 (NSAFT=30+10+8 = 48)
LAFT - SAFT = 50 - 30 = 20; NSAFT - NLAFT = 48 - 32 = 16

20

Step4. Since I LAFT - SAFT > I NLAFT - NSAFT I, we accept the new
arrangement and LAFT=48 and SAFT=32.
Step5. i=i+1; Since i (=2) is not equal to m+1 (= 3), go to step2 below.
Step2. T2 is the ith (i=2) task in the AGV1; T1 is the jth (j=1)task in the AGV2.
Step3. Exchange the two tasks in step2, so the new task arrangement becomes the
following:
AGV1: T3-->T1 (NLAFT=12+30=42)
AGV2: T2-->T4-->T5 (NSAFT=20+10+8 = 38)
LAFT-SAFT=48-32= 16; NSAFT - NLAFT = 42 - 38 = 4
Step4. Since I LAFT - SAFT I > 1 NLAFT NSAFT 1, LAFT=42 and SAFT=38.
Step5. i=i+1; Since i (=3) is equal to m+1 (= 3), go to step6.
Step6. i=1, j=1, AGV L = AGV1, AGV S = AGV2, LAFT=42, SAFT=38 and the
task ordering is as follows:
AGV1: T3-->T1 (NLAFT=12+30=42)
AGV2: T2-->T4-->T5 (NSAFT=20+10+8 = 38)
Step7. T3 is the ith (i=1) task in the AGV1; T2 is the jth (j=1) task in the AGV2.
Step8. Exchange the two tasks in step7, so the new task arrangement becomes the
following:
AGV1: T2-->T1 (NLAFT=20+30=50)
AGV2: T3-->T4-- >T5 (NSAFT=12+10+8 = 30)
LAFT-SAFT = 42 - 38 = 4; I NSAFT - NLAFT f = 50 - 30 = 20
Step9. Since I LAFT - SAFT I < I NLAFT - NSAFT I, LAFT=42 and SAFT=38.
We do not accept the arrangement and the task ordering is as follows:
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AGV1: T3-- > T1 (NLAFT=12+30=42)
AGV2: T2-- > T4-- > T5 (NSAFT =20+10+8 = 38)
Step10.j =j +1; Since j (=2) is not equal to n +1 (= 4), go to step7 below.
Step7. T3 is the ith (i =1) task in the AGV1; T4 is the jth (j =2) task in the AGV2.
Step8. Exchange the two tasks in step7, so the new task arrangement becomes the
following:
AGV I : T4-- > Ti (NLAFT =10 +30 = 40)
AGV2: T2-- > T3-- > T5 (NSAFT =20 +12+ 8 = 40)
I LAFT-SAFT I = 42 - 38 = 4; I NSAFT - NLAFT = 40 - 40 = 0
Since NLAFT=NSAFT=40, this means that the workload is quite good for
every AGV. We will use this task ordering as an initial schedule and stop here.

By interchanging the tasks between AGV's under any schedule, fine arrangement can
generate better task arrangements. The resulting task arrangements will allow genetic
algorithms to find the solution more quickly.

4.3 Mutation operators and their selection
Here, we propose 7 types of mutation operators described in the following:
1

Mutationl : We randomly select two colliding tasks from two different AGV's
in the same schedule, and exchange them.
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Ex : Old schedule :(2 AGV's)
AGV1 : T11,T24,T00

T11 and T24 are collided.

AGV2: T22,T10,T11

T10 and T11 are collided.

Note. Tasks with double underline have collisions.
The colliding tasks in AGV1 and AGV2 are respectively put in sets C1
= T11, T24 } and C2 = { T10, T11 }. We randomly select two
colliding tasks, one from each of Cl and C2 and exchange them. By the
above selection policy, the new schedule becomes:
New schedule :
AGV1 : T11,T10,T10
AGV2 : T22,T24,T11

* T10 and T24 are selected

Mutation 2 : Randomly select two colliding tasks from the same AGV, and exchange them. The selection of the two colliding tasks is the same as that of
mutation1. First, we put all the colliding tasks for the same AGV in a set, then
randomly choose two different colliding tasks from the set.
Ex : Old schedule :
AGV1 : T11 T22,T00
AGV2 : T24,T10,T00
New schedule :
AGV1 : T22,T11,T00
AGV2 : T24,T10,T00
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3

Mutation3: Assuming that TO has two possible paths, TOO and T01, T1 also
has two possible paths: T10 and T11, and T2 has 6 possible paths: T20, T21,
T22, T23, T24 and T25. Randomly choose one colliding task from an AGV
and exchange it with another randomly selected path which has the same type
of task. For example, TOO can be replaced by TO1 or vice versa. However, we
cannot exchange TOO and T24, since this will generate incorrect number of
tasks in the schedule.
Ex:

Old schedule :
AGV1 : T11,T22,T00
AGV2: T24,T10,T11
New schedule:
AGV1 : T11,T23,T00
AGV2: T21,T10,T11

4

Mutation4 : Randomly choose a colliding task and a normal task from the
same AGV and exchange them (a normal task is a task that does not collide.).
The selection of the normal (or colliding) task is the same as that of
mutation1.
Ex:

Old schedule :
AGV1 : T11,T23,T00
AGV2 : T21,T01,:r10
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New schedule :
AGV1 : T23,T11,T00
AGV2: T21,T10,T01
5

Mutation 5 : Randomly pick two normal tasks, one from each of the AGV's,
with the longest finishing time and the shortest finishing time under the same
schedule, and exchange them.
Ex:

Old schedule :
AGV1 : T23,T11,T00 (AFT1=45)
AGV2 : T24,T22,T10 (AFT2=60)
AGV3 : :1'10,T00,T25 (AFT3=39)
New schedule :
AGV1 : T23,T11,T00
AGV2 : T25,T22,T10
AGV3 : T10,T00,T24
T25 and T24 are exchanged.

6

Mutation6: Randomly choose a normal task from an AGV and replace it with
a randomly selected new path.
Ex: Old AGV1 : T22,T10,T01
New AGV1 : T24,T10,T01
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7

Mutation7: Since the AGV's have different travelling speeds, we might
improve the total finishing time of any schedule, by exchanging all the tasks
between the AGV's with the longest and shortest finishing time.
Ex:

Old schedule :
AGV 1 : T21,T00,T01 (AFT1=60)
AGV 2 : T11,T24,T11 (AFT2=45)
AGV3 : T23,T11,T00 (AFT3 = 40)
New schedule :
AGV 1 : T23,T11,T00
AGV 2 : T11,T24,T11
AGV 3 : T21,T00,T01

These 7 mutation operators are used to generate new schedules. However, the
application of these operators are controlled by probabilities.

4.4 Reproduction
The reproduction process is typically based on the fitness values of the
schedules. The reasoning is that schedules with higher fitness values should have
higher probability of surviving to the next generation. In general, we can use a biased
roulette wheel to execute the reproduction operator. The roulette wheel is divided
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into slots, and each schedule in the population occupies a number of slots
proportional to its fitness value. We then randomly generate numbers ,as an index,
into the wheel to determine which schedule will be retained to the next generation.
Schedules with higher fitness values have larger space in the wheel, and are more
likely to be chosen and retained to the next population. We will slightly modify this
process by keeping the best schedule and throw away the worst one. The
reproduction procedure is listed in the following:
1)

Calculate the fitness value of each schedule in an old population (containing v
schedules) and sum all their fitness values, S. The fitness value is computed as
1/T (T is the total finishing time of a schedule).

2)

Retain the schedule with the best fitness value.

3)

Each schedule occupies a number of slots in a roulette wheel proportional to
its fitness value.

4)

Repeat the following steps v times. Randomly select one number, between 0
and S, and put the schedule occuping that slot into the new population.

5)

After doing step 4, a new population is generated.

6)

Throw away the schedule with the worst fitness value from the new
population, and add the schedule with the best fitness value.

To understand more clearly the above procedure, we cite a small example below.
Given a population of 5 schedules ; 2 AGV's
AGVO : 40 (AFTO)
Schedule° :

SFTO = 40
AGV1: 35 (AFT1)
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Schedule1 :

Schedule2 :

AGVO : 50 (AFTO)
AGV1 : 40 (AFT1)
AGVO : 37 (AFTO)
AGV1 : 45 (AFT1)

Schedule3 :

Schedule4 :

AGVO : 56 (AFTO)
AGV1 : 32 (AFT1)
AGVO : 32 (AFTO)

SFT1 = 50

SFT2 = 45

SFT3 = 56

SFT4=41

AGV1 : 41 (AFT1)

F.V j : Fitness value of schedule j
F.V0 = 1/40 ; F.V1 = 1/50 ; F.V2 = 1/45 ; F.V3 = 1/56 ; F.V4 = 1/40
F.VO+F.V1+F.V2+F.V3+F.V4=F.V (Total fitness value)
F.VO/F.V=A; F.V1/F.V=B; F.V2/F.V=C; F.V3/F.V=D; F.V4/F.V=E
A : The best schedule.
According to the fitness values, we can form a roulette wheel, and randomly select
numbers between 0 and F.V. If the number is a slot occupied by C, then we retain
schedule2 into the new population. We repeat this process until the new population
has 5 schedules. Suppose the new population is {A,B,D,E,B}, then we modify the
population to be {A,B,D,A,B} by adding the best schedule, A, and throwing away
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1.

the worst schedule, E. We also can randomly select mutation operators to quickly
process toward the optimal task schedule.

4.5 Complete algorithm
ati on

Build
a)

Randomly build an initial population by using coarse arrangement.

b)

Modify the population by using fine arrangement.

2. Reproduction :
a)

Compute the fitness value for every schedule and keep the schedule
with the best fitness value.

b)

Construct a roulette wheel according to the fitness values of every
schedule.

c)

Randomly select new schedules from the roulette wheel to form a new
population.

d)

Add the best schedule to the new population and remove the worst
one from the new population.

3. Mutation operators:
a)

Each mutation operator is associated with a stochastic assignment.

b)

Based on the stochastic assignment, we randomly apply one mutation
operator.
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4. Jump to step2 until convergent.
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Chapter 5
Simulation results
5.1 Task description
Table 5.1 - 5.3 and Fig. 5.1 - 5.3 show a typical FMS with three AGV's,
seven workstations and three different types of tasks: TO, T1 and T2. The
number next to each workstation is the amount of execution time taken in the
workstation.

WO
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6

WO wi W2 W3 W4 W5 W6

WO W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6

0
1
5
8
6
4
9

0
1
5
7
6
3
8

1
0
4
3
5
6
4

5
4
0
4
7
5
3

8
3
4
0
8
7
2

6
5
7
8
0
6
7

4
6
5
7
6
0
8

9
4
3
2
8
8
0

Table 5 . 1
(The travelling time of
AGVO between workstations )

1
0
4
3
5
6
4

5
4
0
4
6
5
3

7
3
4
0
8
7
3

6
5
6
8
0
5
6

3
6
5
7
5
0
7

8
4
3
3
6
7
0

Table 5 . 2
(The travelling time of
AGV1 between workstations)
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WO W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6
WO
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6

0
1
5
6
5
3
7

1
0
4
3
5
6
4

5
4
0
4
6
4
2

6
3
4
0
8
6
3

5
5
6
8
0
4
5

3
6
4
6
4
0
7

7
4
2
3
5
7
0

Table 5.3
(The travelling time of
AGV2 between workstations )

Fig. 5.1 TO graph

Fig 5.2 T1 graph

Fig. 5.1 T2 graph

We will modify TO, T1 and T2 from Fig. 5.1, Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 respectively
with the help of data from Table 5.1 - 5.3 into the following:
e:

executing time in an assigned workstation.

t:

travelling time between two workstations.

wi: workstation i.
--->:the travelling direction of AGV's.
T01: w0--->w2--->w3--->w0

TOO: w0--->w2--->w4--->w0

e

e t e t e t e

t e t e t e

4 5 6 4 8 8 2
4 5 6 4 8 7 2
4 5 6 4 8 6 2

AGVO 4 5 6 7 7 6 2
AGV1 4 5 6 6 7 6 2
AGV2 4 5 6 6 7 5 2

T10: w0--->w6--->w2--->w5--->w0

e

t e t e t e t e

AGVO 2 9 10 3 12 5 9 4 4
AGV1 2 8 10 3 12 5 9 3 4
AGV2 2 7 10 2 12 4 9 3 4

T11: w0--->w2--->w6--->w5--->w0

e

t e t e t e t e

AGVO 2 5 12 3 10 8 9 4 4
AGV1 2 5 12 3 10 7 9 3 4
AGV2 2 5 12 2 10 7 9 3 4

T20: wl--->w4--->w3--->w6--->w5--->w3--->w4--->wl

e

t e t e t e t e t e t e t e

AGVO 2 5 8 8 9 2 4 8 2 7 4 8 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 8 9 3 4 7 2 7 4 8 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 8 9 3 4 7 2 6 4 8 7 5 5
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T21: wl--->w4--->w6--->w3--->w5--->w3--->w4--->wl
e t e t et et e t e t e t e
AGVO 2 5 8 7 4 2 9 7 2 7 4 8 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 6 4 3 9 7 2 7 4 8 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 5 4 3 9 6 2 6 4 8 7 5 5
T22: wl--->w4--->w6--->w5--->w3--->w3--->w4--->wl
e t et et et e t e t et e
AGVO 2 5 8 7 4 8 2 7 4 0 9 8 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 6 4 7 2 7 4 0 9 8 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 5 4 7 2 6 4 0 9 8 7 5 5
T23: wl--->w4--->w5--->w3--->w6--->w3--->w4--->wl
e t et et et e t e t e t e
AGVO 2 5 8 6 2 7 4 2 4 2 9 8 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 5 2 7 4 3 4 3 9 8 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 4 2 6 4 3 4 3 9 8 7 5 5
T24: wl--->w4--->w5--->w3--->w3--->w6--->w4--->wl
e t et et et e t e t e t e
AGVO 2 5 8 6 2 7 4 0 9 2 4 7 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 5 2 7 4 0 9 3 4 6 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 4 2 6 4 0 9 3 4 5 7 5 5
T25: wl--->w4--->w3--->w5--->w3--->w6--->w4--->wl
e t et et et e t e t et e
AGVO 2 5 8 8 9 7 2 7 4 2 4 7 7 5 5
AGV1 2 5 8 8 9 7 2 7 4 3 4 6 7 5 5
AGV2 2 5 8 8 9 6 2 6 4 3 4 5 7 5 5

The above shows the execution time and travelling time for all possible paths and
AGV's. Based on the above 3 types of tasks and their paths, we will run our
simulation with different number of tasks.
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5.2 Tables for experiments

To study the performance of the genetic algorithm, we performed six different
simulations for 2 AGV's.

a)

TO= 10,T1= 10,T2= 6

b)

TO= 10,T1=30,T2= 12

c)

TO= 10,T1=10,T2=20

d)

TO =20,T1=20,T2= 20

e)

TO= 30,T1= 30,T2= 30

f)

TO=50,T1=50,T2=50
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a):
Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (10,10,6)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 500
Iterations Finishing Iterations Finishing
time
time
0
686
712
380
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360

710
707
703
700
699
696
696
696
696
693
693
693
693
690
690
689
687
686

400
420
440
460
480
500

686
686
686
686
686
686

Table 5.4
The last task arrangement :
00,01,00,11,11,11,01,01,00,24,24,24,24 ( AGVO )
24,24,11,11,01,00,11,10,10,00,10,00,10 ( AGV1 )
*

The task with double underline is a colliding
task.

Note. For convenience, T is omitted from each task for the above schedule.
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b):
table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (10,30,12)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 6000
Iterations Finishing Iterations
time
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000

1537
1502
1493
1480
1478
1478
1478
1472
1472
1469
1469
1468
1468
1468
1468
1468
1468
1468
1467
1466
1466

4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5600
5800
6000

Finishing
time
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466
1466

Table 5.5
The last task arrangement
11,11,11,11,11,11,11,24,11,11,11,24,00,24,11,00,24,24,
24,11,01,11,01,11,00,00 ( AGVO )
24,24,24,01,11,11,11,24,24,11,24,11,10,10,11,11,11,10,
10,00,10,11,01,00,11,11 ( AGV1 )
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c)
Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (10,10,20)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 5000
Iterations Finishing Iterations
time
0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000

1275
1251
1237
1232
1229
1228
1219
1219
1215
1215
1214
1213
1212
1211
1211
1211
1208
1208
1207
1207
1207

4200
4400
4600
4800
5000

Finishing
time
1207
1207
1207
1207
1207

Table 5.6
The last task arrangement :
11,24,24,11,01,11,01,11,01,24,24,01,00,01,11,24,24,24,
24,24,01 ( no collision )
24,24,22,11,01,24,24,24,11,01,00,24,11,24,24,10,10,20,
24 ( no collision )
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d)
Table :

(T0,TI,T2)= (20,20,20)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 10000
Iterations Finishing Iterations
time

Finishing
time

0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000

1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1672
1670
1670
1670
1670
1670
1670
1670
1670
1670
1667

1764
1712
1706
1702
1695
1689
1683
1680
1679
1678
1677
1674
1673
1673
1673
1673
1673
1673
1673
1673
1672

4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5600
5800
6000
6200
6400
6600
6800
7000
7200
7400
7600
7800
8000
10000
Table 5.7

The last task arrangement :
11,11,24,24,01,24,00,00,11,00,11,11,01,00,24,11,24,11,
00,11,11,24,24,00,11,00,24,24,01,10 ( AGVO )
24,11,24,24,24,00,00,00,24,00,11,11,01,01,00,11,24,11,
00,00,24,11,10,11,00,24,24,11,23,24 ( AGV1 )
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e)
Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (30,30,30)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 20000
Iterations Finishing Iterations Finishing
time
time
0
2642
10500
2527
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
6000
6500
7000
7500
8000
8500
9000
9500
10000

2601
2583
2575
2571
2568
2560
2559
2541
2536
2534
2534
2534
2531
2528
2528
2528
2528
2527
2527
2527

11000
11500
12000
12500
13000
13500
14000
14500
15000
15500
16000
16500
17000
17500
18000
18500
19000
19500
20000

2527
2527
2525
2525
2525
2521
2512
2509
2509
2509
2509
2509
2508
2508
2508
2505
2505
2505
2505

Table 5.8
The last task arrangement :
00,01,00,01,00,00,11,24,24,11,24,24,11,00,01,00,11,11,00,24,
00,24,00,11,00,24,24,11,01,11,24,24,24,11,24,11,11,00,11,11,
00,00,11,00,11,11,01 ( AGVO )
24,24,24,24,00,00,00,11,11,00,24,11,24,24,24,01,01,11,00,11,
11,24,24,01,11,01,11,11,01,11,10,01,24,23,11,25,24,24,24,11,
10,24,24 ( AGV1 )
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f ) Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (70,70,70)
# of schedules : 20; # of AGV's : 2
# of generations : 16000
Iterations Finishing Iterations Finishing
time
time
0
400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600
4000
4400
4800
5 2 00
5600
6000

6400
6800
7200
7600
8000

6171
6043
6005
5997
5979
5968
5964
5958
5951
5937
5932
5931
5923
5919
5915
5908
5907
5906
5905
5899
5896

8400
8800
9200
9600
10000
10400
10800
11200
11600
12000
12400
12800
13200
13600
14000
14-100
14800
15200
15600
16000

5893
5890
5889
5889
5889
5888
5881
5880
5880
5879
5873
5870
5870
5869
5867
5867
5867
5867
5867
5867

Table 5.9
The last task arrangement :

00,24,01,00,11,01,01,01,11,11,01,11,11,11,11,00,11,00,24,11,
00,00,11,24,11,01,11,24,24,01,24,24,10,24,24,01,24,00,11,11,
00,01,23,24,11,11,01,00,24,11,01,11,01,00,01,00,24,00,24,24,
00,10,10,24,11,11,01,11,11,24,00,00,11,01,00,24,23,24,11,11,
01,00,24,24,24,22,00,00,24,24,00,00,00,11,00,11,11,01,11,11,
24,24,1,24,11,24,11,00 ( AGVO )
24,24,24,10,22,24,24,24,23,22,24,01,01,10,24,10,00,10,00,24,
24,24,01,24,24,01,11,00,24,10,24,11,01,24,11,24,10,01,01,11,
11,24,01,10,11,10,00,24,24,10,24,24,01,00,24,10,24,11,24,00,
11,10,11,00,00,24,22,01,11,11,24,22,00,11,00,10,11,00,01,00,
11,24,00,11,11,01,01,24,01,11,24,24,11,23,10,10,10,10,10,21,
"," ( AG 1.7 1

)
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Next we perform the simulation with 3 AGV's.
a)
Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (10,10,6)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 3
# of generations : 1050
Iterations Finishing
time
0
490
30
481
60
480
90
120
150

180
210
240
270
300

330
36()
390
420
450
480
510

477
467
462
460
459
459
459
459
459
459
459
459
459
459
459

Iterations
540
570
600
630
660
690

720
750
780
810
840
870
900
930
960
990
1020
1050

Table 5.10
The last task arrangement :
10,11,11,01,11,11,10,23 (AGVO)
24,11,00,10,24,00,01,01,11 (AGV1)
00,23,25,01,11,24,00,00,01 (AGV2)

Finishing
time
459
459
459
459
459
459
458
458
458
458
458
458
458
458
458
458
458
458

b)
Table :

(T0,T1,T2) = (10,10,20)
# of schedules : 20
# of AGV's : 3
# of generations : 3000
Iterations Finishing Iterations Finishing
time
time
0
120
240
360
480
600
720
84()
960
1080
1200
1320
1440
1560
1680
1800
1920
'

'

"

'

869
842
837
834
825
825
825
825
819
819
819
819
818
817
815
815
815
Si 5

2160
2280
2400
2520
2640
2760
2880
3000

815
815
815
815
815
815
815
815

Table 5.11
The last task arrangement :
24,24,24,23,00,01,23,24,25,00,11,11,01( AGVO )
11,10,24,24,00,11,01,00,11,24,23,24,24,01( AGV1 )
24,24,00,00,11,24,10,22,24,10,10,24,24( AGV2 )

The results in Tab. 5.4-5.11 are plotted in Fig. 5.4-5.11 respectively.

Fig. 5.4
(T0,T1,72)= (10,10,6); 2 AGV's

Fig. 5.5
(TO,T1,T2)= (10,30,12); 2 AGV'a
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Fig. 5.6
(T0,T1,T2)=(10,10,20); 2 AGV's

Fig. 5.7
(T0,1-1,72).= (20,20,20); 2 AGV's
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Fig. 5.8

Fig. 5.9
(70,71,72)= (70,70,70); 2 AGV's
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Fig. 5.10
(TO,T1,T2)=(10,10,6), 3 AGV's

Fig. 5.11
(T0,T1,T2)= (10,10,20); 3 AGV's
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5.3 Discussions
From the simulation results, we observe that
1)

The number of collisions in 2 AGV's is less than that in 3 AGV's from our
simulation results. This is because 3 AGV's has a larger probability to enter the
same workstation at the same time than 2 AGV's.

2)

Since more collisions can occur in 3 AGV's, it is more difficult to reduce the
total finishing time of sechedules by our mutation operators.

Typically, genetic algorithms rely on a crossover operator to generate new
search nodes (schedules) whereas mutation operators play an auxiliary role. In this
thesis, the mutation operators play the most important roles and crossover operators are
never used. The reasons are:

1)

There are at least 2 AGV's in every schedule, thus performing mutation
operations on the tasks in each AGV is similar to performing crossover
operations.

2)

When any two tasks from different schedules are exchanged, illegal schedules
are very likely to be generated. This is because a task may be duplicated or
missing after crossover operations. Therefore, we do not use crossover
operations.
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Task assignments are numerous when the number of tasks is large. Every task
can be assigned to any position in any schedule. According to the simulation results,
an optimal solution has the following properties:

1)

Avoid task collisions, because collisions will increase AGV waiting time.

2)

If there are " OR" or "AND" tasks, the paths with the shorter task finishing
time must be used.

3)

If the first workstation of a task and the last workstation of another is the
same, then travelling time will be eliminated by scheduling them together.

4)

If the subtasks needs to visit the same workstation more than once, it is better
to schedule these visits to gather.

5)

When assigning tasks to AGV's, it is better to assign them to fastest AGV.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

In this thesis, we studied the task scheduling problem for a flexible
manufacturing system using genetic algorithms. The FMS consists of m workstations,
p AGV's and n tasks. The tasks are further divided into AND, OR and SINGLE
types. The task scheduling problem can then be stated as finding the optimal routing
assignment of the p AGV's among the m workstations such that n tasks can be
complete in the shortest time.
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9include<stdio.h>
finclud•<math.h>
/es"
1* define part ./
'define tk kind 3/ 0 3 kinds of tasks(t0,t1,t2)./
'define oav no 3/. 2 strings in any echdule*/
*define agv no 3/. 2 agv's in any schdule./
()define salia no 5/. 5 ectdulose in every resexch node*/
()define bh contt 30/.30 bytes to store workstations,
scouting am. and travelling time in any branch task*/
()define max bh 6/. ? */
()define mac_agv 5/* max. agv's in every schdule*/
()define max tk 50/* max, branch tasks in every 'string./
()define non-bhtk 99/.99 means that t99 doesn't exiet*/
()define max bhtk 3 0/ . t29(29)/t29 is the max. bhanch task
from tO0 tob29*/
'define wk kind 7/* 7 kinds of worketatiobr*/

/**/

/* parameter definition */
char bh kind16].(2,2,6,0,0,01/

/*no of branch. of each task*/
int ehtk n016)•140,40,40,0,0,0)/
/.60,60,16(no of each task)*/
char agv_kind(max ag*).(1,1,1)1

184/w no)/1 roans Out agv exist../
/*Abbreviation area(important)
wrworkstation(wkst)
e(e.t)waxecute time / t(t.t)•travel
time If.t*finishibg tim•/stringemtrgischeduleeschdi
bbtk•branoh task/tk•task/conttwoontent(wkst,e.t or t.t),
colecollisionmormal bhtks•no collided hhtkal

*/

/.agv0 and 1 do

/.

tark0*/

w etwetwetw•t */

char tk00(nam ags)1bh conttle({0,4,5,2,6,7,40,6,0,2,0),
(0,4,3,2,6,6,4,7,6,0,2,0),
(0,4,5,2,6,6,4,7,5,0,2,0)
)/

/ 4 (acv nol[cont•nt of tack)(The content means that

worrstationom•cuting time and travelling time*/
char tkOl)nar_agw)rbhconttle((0,4,3,2,6,4,3,8,8,0,2,0),
(0,4,5,2,6,4,3.5,7,0,2,0),
(0,4,5,2,6,4,3,8,6,0,2,0)

/*acw0 and 1 do taskl*/
wets ,. twe twetw• t*/

char tk10(max agv)(bh_contt)m
(0,2,9,6,10,3,2,12,5,5,9,4,0,4,0),
(0,2,7,6,10,2,2,11,4,5,9,3,0,4,0)

11
alum tkll(max agv)(bh contt)•

(0,2,5,2,12,3,6,10,7,5,9,3,0,4,0),
(0,2,5,2,12,2,6,10,7,5,9,3,0,4,0)
),

Psagv0 and 1 do tasok2./
/*
w •twetwetw•tw•tw•tw• twat*/
char tk20(max agv)(bh oontt).

(0- 275,401,873,9.2,8,8,8,3,2,7,301,8,4,7,3.1,5,0),

(1,2,5,4,5,5,3,9,3,6,4,7,5,2,6,3,4,5,4,1,5,1,5.0)
)/
/*rag, mo)(workstation,executing time or travelling]*/
char tk2l[max agvj Doh conttlm
(1,2,5,4,0,6,6,4,3,3,9,7,5,2,7,3,4,8,4,7,5,1,5,0),

11

char tk22(max agv)(bh contOm
(1,2,5,4,5,6,6,4,7,5,2,7,3,4,0,3,9,0,4,7,5,1,5,0),

1/

char tk23(max

airflrbit ooatt1•

(1,2,3,4,8,3,5,2,7,3,4„3,6,4,3,3,9,4,4,7,5,1,5,0),
(1,2,5,4,8,4,3,2,6,3,4,3,6,4,3,3,9,8,4,7,5,1,5,0)
}/
char tk24(nas ags)(bh mettle
(1,2,5,4,6,4,5,2,6,3,4,0,3,9,3,6,4,5,4,7.5,1,5,0)
char th231rar_avol(bh contt)*

(11,2,3,4,4,8,3,9,7,5,2,7,3,4,2,6,4,7,4,7,3,1,3,0),

)/
char travO(wk kind)(wk kind)•( 10,1,3,8,6,4,91,

(1,0,4,3,5,6.4),
15,4,0,4,7,5,3),
15,3,4,0, 6 .7,21,
(6,5,7,3,0,6,1),
(4,6,50,6,0,3),
(9,4,3,2,7,9,0)
)//.[workstation aUworkstation blptravO
array means that
the time is taken from We to Wb under
agv0*/

char traylistmg no)Psk kind1(wk_klad),
char trayllwr VimCNI kindle( (0,1,3,7,6,3,5),
(1,0,4.3,5,6,4),
(5,4,0,4,6.5,3),
(7,3,4,0,8.7.3),
(6,5,6,5,0,5,4),
(3,6,5,7,5,0,7),

(4,4,3,3,6,7,0)
1//*(workstation al(workstation b)/trav1
array means that the tine is taken

from Ca to Mb by travelling via agvl*/

char trav2[wk kind](wk kind)•1 (0,1,5,6,5,3,7).

(1,0,4,3,5,6,4),
(5,4,0,4,6,4,2),
(6,3,4,0,8,6,3),
(3,6,4,6,4,0,7),
(7,4,2,3,5,7,0)

char tray] (wk kind] (wk kind)/

1/

char traw4Iwi -kindlIwi-kindll

/* */

char

bhttrualsaxagv)I30).( (37,37,0,0,0,0,0„0,0,0,
58,57,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
54,52,81,76,73,52),
(36,36,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
56,55,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,
54,52,79,77,72,52),
135,35,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,
53,54, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0,0,0,0,0,

63,79,17,75,69,80)
taskOkhe Ct./
11,_9
)0 8 (66)(984089
shat 110411101114_AVIIIkaloattili . Do rrteli taskItiowl(briaah

task contert)►The content
of every branch task in
any schdule is restored in
the array via different
agv's*/

char col bh(schd nollstrp
/*(mche'aulej(etZing)(brarch taskl,collided branch tasks
are restored in the array*/
int meantm►/*the rough f.t of every string*/
int mintm_erry
int tkbhaum(5),/*tkOOsue,tklOsum,tk2Osum,tk3Osue,tk4Osun*/
int tkftrum(3).(37,57,60),/*The f.t's of t00,t10 and t20
are restored in the array*/
*has tk orderfochd_nol(320),Plechedulel[task no)*/
char bh order(echd no)fstog no)(nax_tk];
/*(schedUle)(strin'il(branchT►The arrangement of branch
tasks in every string is restored in the array*/
int str tm(pchd no)(strg no),
/*(scadulejletking);The !.t of every string is restored
in the array*/
int str tn2(schd no)(otrg no),
int ttkiloe0,/*toTal no of tasks in every schdule*/
int soh tm(schd_no)fstrg nol(2),
/*The 7,t of every schdule is restored in the array*/
int soh ta2(schd nol(strg no)!
/*The T.t of every schduIa is restored in the array*/
int max schtn(schd no)(mtrg no),
/*The sax f.t of strings in any schdule is restored in
the array*/
int achtm_order(sohd no)(2);
/*(achd n
ol(tm value and em priority)►The array is used
to restore the f.t of every schdule and sobdule no.*/
int beat schd;/*The schdule with shortest f.t*/
char beta' col bh(stzg noMnax_tk);
/*The array rs vend to esters the collided branch tasks
of strings, in a schdule with shortest f.t*/
char best bh[strg no][max_tk);
/*The array is used to restore the arrangement branch
tasks of any string in a schdule with shortest f.t*/
in best_strtmfatrg_nol,
int new_schfachd no),
/*Xfter reproduCtion,the new generated mobdulea are restored in the array*/
int old sch(schd no),/* 7 ./
int kkk7away_fg,
unsigned int times voy
int probabi(6]w(76f,717,700,703,694,711),
int oper_no►
nain()
int remain;
/*
printf("\ninit_string");

—

*/
/*

*/
/•

/•

init string())
printf(nnsodify init_string"),
nodify_init_string(),
printf("\ncount_complet_tmO*);
countooeplet_tm();

*/ printt(nn.kk..9 . ..htm_ordore')/
arrang_schem_order(),

/•

*
/*

printf ("\nreproduationO*),
reproduction(),

/ print! (*nodifyreproduatO*)

/0

r/

nodify_beproduet(),

.

print! (" Vaeodify_schedule )
modify echedule(),
s norO7timee_no<600017time. no++)
for(tiWe

_

if (times no.wo)
( printf("\ntd ",times no)?
printirtddid",brat_aohd,adhta_orderf0)[0])!
resainetine. no410007
if((tises no5.1000)&i(remainee0))
( print7("\ftld ",tiles no);
printfriddlod",best_ehd,schtm_order(0)(0)),
s
operatec_probabi();
ewitoh(oper nO)
( case OgisZtltel())/*printf(*Nneutl ),*/break,
case 18mutate2()7/*printf(nmetut2"),*/breaki
ease 2tmutate3 ) /*pnintf (*Varut3 ) ,./break,
came 3tmutate4();/*printf("\nmut4')7*/brsaki
case Iteutate5()7/eprintf(*\nmutS*),*/break/
ease Stmutate6();/*printf("\neut6"),*/break►
default;break,

.
.

/•
r/
/,

♦/

printfMntesttkno*),
test tkno(),
prinSf("\npearah hula*);
search bug (),

printf(.\neount_oomplet_tm . ),
oount_ceeplet_tm(),

/.

.

printf(*\noearch bug2 ),
;search bug();
printf1 \ncatch_bug"),
catch bug();

^

Print-f ("1artarraurag_saktaardar.) I
aritang_sahte..order(),
printf(nnsearch bug3*),
search bug();
printf("\nreproduction"),
reproduction();

a/

•

printf("\naearch_bug4");
search hug(),

•/

printf("\nalodify_zeproduttion

.

)/

a:entity...v.:product() /

♦/

/
0/

Pribtf("\nspearob bug5"),
:march bug()/
printl("\nalodify_aoh.dulo"),
modify_robodule()/

/0

PrintfrAnimarch km96'1:
search bug()/

/•
*/

abow_oolbh()1
display_bootOpexit(0),

te.t_tkno()
int a,a,b,h.alltkrtk kind)/
for(a*O►atspohd no/.+T)
(for(a.0:a<tt kind:a++)
alltk[a)107
for(a.0)a<atfg_no/a++)

(for (k4.01)rOsax_tklb++)

b.bh ord.:1.11.01bl/
if(hTmon bhtk)
{ traitor (h)
( case 01
ease llallhk[0l•alltkr0)+1/broak►
Ca.. 101

algae llialltk(1)•alltk(1)+1►break,
cage 20,
calm 211
calm 22*
case 23,
ca.. 24:

cage 251alltkPlealltk(214.1)broakt

default:
pzintf(*\nb.4d,o•id,amIld,b.14,tiate..4e,

oleo
( if(a(•.trg no-1)
goto goon ...awl
else
got* oount_tkegy/
}

)

oount_tkogui
if(alltk(0)1..htk no(0))

( Ptinti("\ntrcale in tO nomOtt,g•1d,a•gd.b•4d\n",
alltk(0),,,a,b)
printf("\ntl noetd,t2ncelmr,alltk(1),alltk(2))14,ait(0),

if(alltk[1)1..htk .0111)

printf("\ntrouEle in ti no•gd,gmtd,a•gd.bmgd\n",
alltk(1),s,a,br/
printf("1nt0_comed,t2 no.old",alltk(0), alltk / ) putit (0)

if(alltk[211•ehtk no(2()

( printf(n\ntrouble in t2 no.44,..1d,..1d,bm*d\n",
alltk(2),..a,b)►
printi("\ntO_neeta,t1_aamid",alltkr0),allek(1))/axit(0),
)

goon_agv:/

}
display_baat()
( int a,b,
Pribtf("\n beat bb\n");
for(a•O►a<mtsg no/a++)
( printl ("
for(b•Opb<nax tk►b++)

pzintf("02d. ,..at bh1a)fb))►

printf("\n')/
Printf(nn boat oolbh")r

fos(a.0/attitrg no►a++)
( printf("\0)/
for(b•0/b<max tk/b++)

printf( . 42e,begt_pol_bb(alrb))/

printf("\n")►
se.rob bug()

int m,a,b,141

for(s.00.Caohd no►.++)
for(14•0/a<atag no/a++)
for(bm•►b<max hk►b++)
( b•bh ordeilenal(b)/

it(hTmnon bbtk)
( witch-40
( 0a.. 0:
*aye 1:
ca.. 101
owl. 11:
:moo 20:

opia. 21,

ea.. 22,

came 23,
algae 24,
cage 2511graaky
dwfault:

printfrAmb•gd,gmed,a•gd,beed,timwa•4d.,
axit(0),

epetater_pgababi()
( int op
int b.0,41,k,secipjaanI41/
/*

•/

printf("\n eporates_pro.),
for(..0►.<00++)
secip ..14.1.0;

b•O►
fore(..00.<4/.++)/eag. the .4:44iptooalm of .11 f.t's of
....y mood in a zessasob node*/

rimip mugromi0000/prob.bil.1,
bakosmdp_masisli

task content]/The content
of every branch task in
any schdule is restored in
the array via different
*qv's*/
ohar col hh[schd noltstrg_no)(max_tk)/
/*(schaUle)(weiing)(hranch task)/collided branch tasks
are restored in the array*/
int meantaplathe rough f.t of every string*/
int mints' err/
int tkbhiUMI51,/*tkOOsum,tAlOeum,tk20sum,tk3Osum,tk40sum*/
int tkftsumi(31*{37,37,80}//*The f.t's of t00,t10 and t20
are restored in the array*/
char tk ord.r(schdncd(2201//*Ischedulelltask nor , /
Char kb orderrechd_no)(strg no)(max tk)/
/*Ischeaule)fetringltbranahr/The arrangement of branch
task. in every string is restored in the array*/
int str...tm(sOhd no)(strg_nol/
/*(ochedule)(string)IThe f.t of every string is restored
in the array*/
int str_tm2(schd no)(0trg no)/
int ttknow07/*total no of tasks in every schdule*/
int soh tmtsdhd no][strg no)(2),
/ * The f.t of every sChdule is restored in the array*/
int soh ta2(schd no)fstrg no)/
/*Th. 7.t of every schdUre is restored in the array*/
int max schtm(schd nol(strg no)/
any schdule is restored in
/*Th. ;ax f,t of strings
the array*/
int sahta order[schd no)(2)/
/*(mobd Wo]lta value and to priority)/The array is used
to restore the f.t of every sOhdule and sObdule no.*/
int best ■chd,/*The sdhdule with shortest .f.t*/
char best col hbretzg nolbsax tk)/
/*The array IM used to •ators the oollided branch tasks
of strings in a ochdule with shortest f.t * /
char best lohrstrg noilmax tk),
/ * The array is used to restore the arrangement branch
tasks of any string in a echdule with shortest f.t*/
int bost_strts(strg no):
int new_schlsohd no)/
/*After reproduction,the new generated sobdulem are restored in the array*/
int old sch[schdno]d* ? */
int kki7iway flu
unsigned int— times no:
int probahil6l■(70Y,717,700,703,804,711),
int *per no/
wain()
int ...main/
/*
/ printf("\ninit_strine),

is

/*

•

snit string(]/
print! ("\roodify snit string");
modify_init_mtring()/

/ printf("\noount_oomplet_tm0"),

/4

count_oomplet_ta(11

/ printf("\nerrang maghtm_order0"),
arrang_snhtm_order(1/

/*

/*

•/

printf("tareproduation0")/
regroduction()/
printf("aodIfy_reproduct0"),

/* ■odify_reproduct(),

•

/ grintf("Anowwiify_schedul."))
siodify_mobodule()I
for(tim.s nomOttimas_ao<60001/timespo++)
if (times nommO)
( PrinTf("\nad ",times no)/
pzintf(*td,td",beatiOhd,sohta_ordert0)(0))/
remain...times no/610001
if((times no5M1000)44(remain.m0))
( grint7("\n%d ",times no)/
printfrid,Od",bmst iltabd,schta_ord•r(01(0))/
oparater_grobabi()/
switnk(oger no)
itel()//*printf("\nmutl")/ * /break,
( naive OsmUt
case 1ymutate2()//*printf("\nmut2")/./break,
case 21mutate2()//*gtintf("\naut3")/*/breaki
case 2smutate4(),/*Trintf(nnmut4")/*/breakt
case 4tmotate50//*printf("\naut3"),*/break/
case 5tmutated(►//*printf("\nmut4")/*/break,
defaultihreakl
printf(nntesttkno"),
test tkno()/
pria7f("\.**.roh bu91"):
search bug();

priwei("Anamunt_oewp1otta.)?
ogrunt_pooplot_twOf
printf(nnisonroks bug2")!
search hug())
printf("\nomtoh hug"),
catch bug(17

printfrknazzawg_■ehtwordeelp
wzrang_mAtm_ordax())
grintf("\neearch hug3")/
...arch bug()/

printfr\wwwproductionnt
reproductia

O;

grintf("\neearch b.4 4 ");
search bug()/

.printfr\noodify_reproduction")/

/

nodify_reproduot(),
ptint2("\nsoaresh buys")/
bug(),

./

/*

pni n tf(*\nn odi fy_s obo dule. ) ;

./

/* medafy_sehedule()/
printf(nneoatch_bu26"),/
/search bug()/
/*
./

whoscolbh()/
display_best()/exit(0),

toottkno()
int a,a,b,h.alltkrtk kind)/
for(aeOpstsobd no/•++)
(for(amOia<tV kind/a++)
alltk(a).0,
for(aeOla<strg no/a++)
to; (ba0, b<Slia tkib44)
bebh ostdozTelIal(b),
if(hTemon bhtk)
{ owitd600
( case, 0:
oaso loalltk(0)nalltk(0)+1/braaky
ease 10:
ease 111alltk(1)salltk(1)+11break/
case 20,
Case 21:
oar. 22t
cane 23:
Game 24,
ease 23,alltkr2loalltk(2)+1/brelsb/
defaults
pzintf(*\nb•ed,seid,a•Od,beed,timosead*,
mos. timesno) emit. (0) /
.1..

if(alestrg n o -1)
gate
oleo
got* oount_tkoqui

)

ssount_tkequt
if(alltk(011eebtk nor)))
( ptintf(*\ntmouElo in tO no■fd,smadds•ld,b•ld\n".
alltk[0],s,a,br/
psintf("\ntl no•td,t2 no•ed*,alltk(1),alltk(21)/exit(0)/
)

if(alltk(1)1•ehtk mo(l))
( printf(*\ntrouSle in tl no•S1domed,aoed,b*4d\n",
alltk(1),...,bT,
psintf("\ntO_noead,t2 noeid",alltk(0],alltk[2])/emit(0),
)

if(alltk(2)loohtk no(2])

ptinti(*\ntrouble in t2 noelbsi,oeld,aa4d,bead\n*,
a11tk(2),*.a.bT/
printf("NntO_nomtd,t1 noobd*,alltk(01,1s1lck(1))/exit(0),
)

goon_agys/
)
)

display best{)
( int a,b/
printf("\n best bh■n"),
for(ao0pa<atrg ne/a++)
( printf("\b1),
for(boO/b<stax tk/b++)
pmintf(**2e,beet bb(a)lb))/
)

printf("\n.),
printl("\n boot oelbh"),
forfa■0patstrg no/a++)
( printf("\nr),
for(beObioax tk/b++)
printf(*42e,beat_esel bh(a)(b))/
print! ("&"),
search bug()
int s,a,b,k/
for(ee0/..<sabd note++)
fot(a•0/a<attg no/a++)
for(boO/b<ssax_tk/b++)
hob), ezdet(o)(a)(b),
if(hT•mon bhtk)
( ositablb)
I Cave 0:
cape It
case 103
name 11:
case 201
Casa 21,
ea.. 221
ea.. 23,
nese 24.
cage 25:basak/
defaults
P.10tf("\hb**d,... 4 .1.a.4dsbood.tinea**d",
11,1.1,ads,tinos_no)/
exit(0),
)

oporatom_probabi()
( int ot
lot boO.o.k,seeip awa(d)/
/*
ptimtf(*\n epwratet_pme");

/

for(m■0pr<61.44)
cooly naximile0/
b.Cor
fono...01.<41,.+44/.adi the meoipsoaalo of all f.tfo of
'very sohd in a soseardh med.*/
roctip max[s]e10000/probabilsoll

/

11.borsolp.masimis

printf(" Po "),
printf(" rece4d,bm►d,probvid ",recip eax(s),b,
probs./Dila));

0/

1

for(i.0,.<46,m++)/*bulid a biased roulette Wheel
consisting of 100 veal]. parts*/
( recip max(s)•(recip_eax(•)*100/b),
/*every schd occupies some continue
parts stored in recip mix array*/
/0

printfr 04 ",recip_eax(sj)]
printf(" pl .),

*/
/0
0/

n=65536/(2.100)/
kvrand()/c;
k•randox()0100,(
it(k>e100)
be0g,
b■0,
for(oper_noeOpeper_no<dioper no++)

/0

printf(" P2 ")/

0/

beb+recip *eider..Po)/
if (b > k)
break;
)

ifloper_no>•4)
oger_no•5(

/*
*/

printf("►2C,oper no)/

catch bug()
int— m,a,ku

for(se0:s<sOhd slops++)
for(ae0/a<strg no/a++)
for(b•Opb<stax tklb++)
if(bh 0 .4vrTs)4ellble•non_bbtk)

( il(blwmax tk-1)
( if(bS order(e][a}(b+1)1wnon_idatk)
( show dolbh(),

printfroetd,ae►d,b■►d,bug",s,../00
.xit(0);

)

mutate6()/*exobange norea1 bhtks in different strings*/

/*

•/

int tt_noalatrg no},
int tt_col(stsg
unsigned char ooll_poe(etrg no)(340},coll_nofetrg no)(170)/
uneigmed char noel_por(strg no)(2401,noalnolstrg no)(170),
int k0,k1,v00, 1,c,Z,k,a0,a1,a2,eax(
for(se0(stschd note++)
for(seOlaimErg no,a++)
(printf("\n"),
for(b•Olb-taax tkpb++)
printfr►2dw,001 bb(s)(a)41.1)/

for(ew0,e<ecihd no►s++)
for(.'0.4.7t.g_Pol.++)/*Olsim may*/
(for(be0/b.csax tkpb++)
( coll nntaribjwcon_bhtk,noalnola)(b)wnon_bhtkr
)

for(begIbC(2.max tk)fb++)
tooll.jooe(a)(bT.non bbtk/noel_pow(a)(b/vnonhhtk:
ttcoltaleOpeteg_figapOpttnom(a).0/

)

for(aeOpatstrg nota+0
( i•odeo,
for(becpb<aar_tk,b++)/*count tbe no. of
collided bh in every
strg*/
( if(eol bh(s}(a}(b)l•nom bbtb)

tiolLpo•(a)(ileapcolTpee(a)(44i)•bt

++iptt_co1ialwttoolfal+1;
elee/*col_bh(m)(a)(b}eenon bhtk*/

if (bh order(s/(a)(b)lenon bhtk)
/*coUilt the no, of normal—bh*/
naml_pov[eld/•dinoel_postal[++3)•b1
noel nola/(((j -1)/2)1s
bh_o7der(e)(al[b),+.41,
tt_poe(a)ett_now(a1+11.

)
)

if(times no>v4)

printf("\neeld",e),
for(awowatre nora++)
( Printf("\nnOW"),
for(b...gib-Coax tklb++)
Printf("12d7. ,nowl no(a)(10),
printf("\... 1 ") ,
forposO/b(max tk$1,44)
printf(*e247. ,coll no(al(b)),
eitit(0)1
*/

)

for(aw0,a<etrg ao(a++)
(

stop !g(a)ol,

)

d■Ct
for(a•erga<etrg sopa++)
( if(.top_fgr.)....1)
4+d,
)

if(d >w .trg no -1)/*noraal otrge are at lomat two,
or do next schd.*/
4 .OntinUe,

maxwO/a0.20//.20 is a dummy value*/
for(awo/a<strg no,a++)/*find two morsel etrge with
longer f.t*/

it(fott 4a2(016))mai) 46 (ist•v.fg(•)...0))
frammitr_fal(61161t60.44)

".P f0(a0)=14
•
name04ale20,
for(ae0;a<atrg nolo++)
iff(str tm2(.1(a)>max) SS (stop_fa(aleo0))
inare7tr tm21r)(a)/al■ap)
re07/.find baks rrom different strg and exchange`/
re find:
kOmrandom►ktt nonfat)),
vOennal nota0ak01/
if(kO>.WEt non(a0))
(kOett-nom(a01 - 11v0enomlpo(a01(k01/)
klerandoOT)%ttnom(al];
vlonoml_no(a1)(kl)t
/+

if {tires no>es)
(prina("\nnom

..\n.),
for(110.07 ,11<ft.fltktk++)
-

printf("t2d,"",-noml no(a1)(0),
exit(0)/
)

•/

if(kl>ett_nomfal))
fblftt_nom(a1)-1/vlenoml_nolal)(k11/)
it(.0eev1)
( ++x,
if (r>10)
break;
gate x*Jindl

)

if(tiw.. no>o4)

printer. v0etd,v1m0d,k0e0d,kletd,a0•ad,aleid,
delid * ,v00,1,k0,k1,a0,al,d)/

./

bh_order[s)((nowlposta01(k0.21)1((noml_gosra0)
(k0.21))).v1;
bh order(s)(4b.mk_Pos(b1)[kl*1))1((noml_poplal)
(kr+2+1))1ev01
/•change normal bhtk with similar bhtk(.wit00
t01 or
t11 -> t10)*/
mutateS0
( unsigned ahaz aol_pom[3401,o01no(170),nom_pos(1401,
nom mo(1701,
int i,17tt aole0,tt nom,m,a.b.0
int a,v,e,l,k4
/.
if(timoe_no>e02)
grintf("\il muS col"),
for(mmOlv<saiul_no4s++)

foro.walexg_polh++)
istr
(prihtl("\ h");

ror(bm0,ncmax !kph++)
printr(.12d0 ,o01_hh(slIa1(b1)4

}

phintf(*\21 muS bh")/

for(seopstsand no,a++)
for (,00.<•tzg no/s++)
(printi("\n"),
for(be04ncmax tk/h++)
printr("12dw,bh orderfel(m1(b1)/

ros(me0/stsand nots+i)
( forfeeOrwatrg no4a++)/s.aloax

hwy./

( fes(ie004max.... tkii++)
( tool no(i).non_bhtkinam_no(i).non_bhtk;

)
for(ivOrit(2.max_tk)/i44)
( nol_pomfilenon blitkinom_poralenoo_bhtk/
)
oolwOld■Oitt news°,

for(beW4b<mar tk,b4)
if(aol bh(7)(4)(b)Imnon bhtk)
/+-aunt the no of oolliZod bhtks in every /Mtg./
( aol_pomaleavool_pos(++1)mn4
aol nor(4-1)/2)Teool bhLel(e)(b)/
++1.744ttool4
else/cool bh(01(011 , 1 0.nontk* /
( if(bh 144er(0)1 1, 1(b1 1=b 0b bhtk)
/*ooUrn't the no of normal ;Wm in every
otzel

now nor((j-1)/2)1.0.horderplt.jrbl,

+.0.J74.tt nom/

)

)
if(tt mom me 0)/.if these are no normal bhtk,
skip*/
rote aontinu runs
k•.1141d00()%tt now...ow no(k)4
/*replan. colfrded bbtkrtith the similar bhtk*/
if(k>ett_non)
()tett nem -1/venee netk10,
if(v >m 2.0)/.bhtk belongs to t2./
4 for(d•07d410/444)
lwrantiom()Obh kind(2)7

ir(r>ebh kindT2))
(feb)kind(2)-11)
refill)/
if(v le f)

printfr aelmed ",
aol_bh(o)I(nol_pos((k* 2 )))]
Hooloe((k.2+1)1)1)1
bh ordo4s)Itnob_Po 0 ((k*2 ))))
Mm_goe((k.2+1)- 1)1.f/
(67i
printr( ... 114,read,keed,Pwid.Id" ,
v,f,k,00l_pamfk . 2).
nol *pea(k.241))4
brook,

)
>• 10))/*Ubtk belong* to tl./
if((20 >v) Si
( for(deOld<10,d++)
fesandem()abk kind[1],
if(f>ebb kindT1))

tobbjcind[11 -1?

(oft)01
it(v I. 11

printf(" col-id ",
colbhIsl[(col_posI(h . 2)1))
Hool_pos[(k.2+1)1)1)7
bh_order[el(Inom_pos[(k*2)1))
[(noa_poo[(k.2+1T))).f?
printfr,v.44,fmid,k.4d,p.4d.4d",
v,f,k,col_pos(k*21.
col_pos[k*2+11)1
break?

if((10 > v) 4&

( for(d.0ld<101d++)

00))/*bhtk belongs to t0*/

f.....ndon()%bh kind[0)/
if(f>mbh kindT0])
f.bh Eind[0).1/
fcf+0?
if(v 1• f)
printfl. oclaid ",
col bh(.11(ool_pos[(k.2)))1
((mol_pcs((k*2+1)1)))1
bh_ordar(s)[(noc_pes((k*2))))
(Inom_poo[(k.2+1)))1"f/
printf("vbad,f.id,kaid,patd,4d",
..1_,..((k.2+1)1)/
break?
)

1
oontinu_runty

}
/*exchange collided bbtko and no oollided bhtka
in the same string
*/
mutate4()
unsigned char col_pcs4(strg no)(340)?
unsigned char col_no4(strg no)I1 7 01/
unsigned char nom_po0 4 Imttg_n0/( 34 01/
unsigned *bar noa_no4(strg_no)(110)/
int tt col4(strg no),tt nomigotrg_nol?
int kkU,kkl,vv0,;41,rr?
/•
Pkintf("\J) mut4 old col.),
for(s.0?s<schd no/ s++)
for(s.0,a<stsg no/a++)
printf( . \nw►1
for(b.0;b<max tkrb4+)
printf("42e,colOh(s)(a)(b));
printf("\n mut4 old MO),

for(e.01.<schd no/s++)
fox14).01a<rtsg no/a++)

printf(" \nw)?
fcr(b.Otb<max tk►b4+)
printf ( . 42e, bk_order(m)

lb 1 ) /

/ P.intf (^ \n")
int a,b,s,i,3?
int 0,aa,ssl

for(o•Olitochd ho/s++)

for(1■00a<strg no's++)
(for(ba0k4max tkpb44)
( col_no4(sTIblaann bbtk/
nos n
o4(a)(b)sunCblitk?
)
for(b.01b<(2*max tk)lb++)
( coljes4(10(r)mnon bbtk?
nom_pos4(a)(bIsnoiWIAAJu
)
tt_col4(a)eOptt_nos4la).0?
)
for(a00?a<strg no,a4+)
i.Ode0/
for(bbOtb.cmax tk,b++)
[4.1(b)Icnos bhtk)
{ if(ool bh(70
( ool:posl[aMi]•aicol;pos4[4)1+4.1.1.b/
col no4 [a) [((i -1) /2) .col.
tbi,

+ti7ttoovital.ttcol4(all:1,

)
else
iffbh order[s)Ialthll ....-bhtk )
nme_pos4lalMsalnom_pos4(k)I++J)..b/
nom_no4(a)[((j - 1)/2)T.
bh_order(s)(a)lbly++3/
tt nom4[A]=tt nosi4(a)+1?
)

)
}
for(ae0a<strg no,a++)
xr.01
for(asOatstrg me/a++)
I if((tt coil(s)m-0) II (ttjamel(a)mb0))
continue;
.e_findt
kkOsrandcml)Ott 0o14(a)t
vvOmool ne4(1)(Ek0)?
if(kkOZtt 4.14(a))
(kkO.tt-tio14(a)-1,vvOcool no4(0(kk0)/)
kklmrandoWT)ttt nom4(a1i
vvlcnoe_no4(a)(V11],
if(kkl>mtt nom4(0)
ikklmtt-nom4(a)., 17vvlanom no4(a)(kk1)?)
if (vv0s.svvI)
+.1..siif(sr>10)

amatinue/
goto re_find?

/•

bhCkdek(e)t(col_ncel(a)(kk 0.2 )))
[(ool_posgaI(kkl.24.11)1.vv1/
kb erder(s)(4...-10* 04 1.1(kkl .2 )))
firios_pc•4 (a) oda.24.3.1 )

.01")?
pi1PIWOMp004 otee
primalokk0.04,kk1.44,vv0rtd,vv1.00,00,kki,vvOivv2),

printfrhhOetd*.
bh_orderlel[lool_pos4(aUkk0.21)]
((col_pos4[a][kkb*2+11)10
printfrbhletd*,
bh ordorlel[(noe_pos4(a)(kkl*2)))
(61-om_poe4Cal[kkI*2+1))))/

*1
/*

printf("\n new bh"),
for(se0/o<schd_no/o++)
for(ae0/a<etrg nola++)
( Printir\n w l,
for(b•0/b<oar tkrb++)
pantfrt2e.hh_order[sl[al(b))/
)

./

/*new echfsdhd_no),schtm_order(schd no)121*/
oodifT sohedule()
int s,a,b/
int temp order(echd no)(strg noj[oax tk)►
int col E62(achd noT(strg noT(mortkr,
it(beet—sandle0) —
( iffEestechd >e sophtm order[0)(0))
/*the f.t of hest ..1.1 is longer than
that of new gonerstod beet schd*/
/

pwibtfr\ng0.14, aabetd *,bost_edhd,
echtm_order[01(0))/

*/

beet . ./Pabdmschtm ozder [0) (0) /
/*update best ■ohd*/
for(ae0/a<strg no/a++)
/*update the best collides hhtks and
the arrangomont of beat bhtke*/
(for(boO/b<max tk►b++)
(boat col bh67)[b)m
col EhlaChto order[01[11))talEhl,
best bhfal(b.11.
bh ordes((sohto_order[01(1)))falIb1►

}

bost_etrtmlale
str_to2[(sChto order[01[11))(a)/
/*update the fTt's of the best
strings*/

)

slew/*beet_■chd < eohtm_order(0)(0)*/

4

printf(ngOeltd, sCh■lid *,best_schd,
sObto_order[0][0))/

/

for(ae0►a<strg no►a++)
for(beOyb<max tk/b++)
/*update new iMmerated boot edhd with old
best achd*/
col bh[(eobto order(0)[11)J[al[b)"
beet owl bh[ir(b),
bh_OrcderT(sChtm_order[0] [1))) (al [b1.

best bh[a) (b),
1str tm2((schto order(0)(11))(a)beet strto(a)/ —
)

)

else/*best echdoOpinitilire beet salad with the first
new lionerated best echd*/

bost_ochdeschtw_order(0)(0),

for(amO/a<strg no/a++)
(fox(beOlb<oax tk►b++)
( boot ool Ell(al[h).
poi Shlaohtm_order(01[1]))(alrb)/
best bkl[a] (b).
bh_07d.r[focbtxprder[01(1)))1+1[1]/
boet_strta(a]ostr to2Haahtm_ordor[01[11)1[.1/

/*

)
Orinti("‘n beet bh"),
for(aeOpa<sttg no/■++)
( printf("\nT )/
for (be0/b<max tkpb++)
print! ( 2e, beetbh( a) [b] )1
)

./

print! ("\n")/

for(.0/so<sahAno,o+4)/.move temporarily the data of
old sOhds into the other
arroyo./
for(aeO►a<atrg no/a++)
ifor(heOpb<max tk►b++)
( temp_orderTs)(a)(b)wbb order[e)(a)(b)/
col_bh2tel[ol(b)=001 bE[40)(a)rbl/

)

otr to(s][ajostr_to2[Wall
)

for(o.Opotoohd noto++)/ ,,, aeloordist, to the order the new
sohdA,r.10.d the data into
bh order,00kbh and etr_ta2
( for(axopatatrff Jun.++)
I for(b*O/b<aax tkpb++)
bh_orderall[a]rble
!sop ordext(new soh(s)))(a)(b)/
001

Si.J.Itcfbr.7

oolnksh2((oow

)

)

for(se0/e<eohd no/•++)/*olear etc to arrays*/
( old ocub(s)ZOspw_sch[s),
foriaeOpa<strg no,a44)
.t. tai.)(4T.0
/4

)

Printf("\nnow bh *ram");
for 16, 4 0/ Keehn . juli, •++)

tor lama, ivcatig no/ 4+4 )
(print! (* n"r/

for (be0/10<mad tk/b++)
1401)04("4;0/141 0100(11111101),

)

printf("%n new col"),
for(aw0,e<sodul no,s++)
for(am0,a<strg no,a+*)
(printf ("\n"}'!
for(te0,bosax tk,b++)
printf("02dw.col bh(sI(a)(1,)),
./
/*replaaft the worst sohd with the bust .chd*/
modify_reproduct()
( int e,teup,a,
/*
Prihtf("\nold new soh"),
yor(s.0,e<schd_noTe++)
printf(" Ild",new_woh(e1),
printf("\t"),
./
tesp•oln..dhd ne.1,/vsehd "a" is the worst one./
find minter
1,5r(sw0;e<sehd nolo++)
( if(new sehTa)aweehtm orderra1113)
/*find-the worst •clea from all edhda./
(teepol,breakt
)
)
if(templw1)
--a1/.if no 'reset malld exiets,ge on finding the
worse ■ehd */
if(alw0)
goto find mints.,
all-schdo are best,abie/
goto not_ahange,

)

new eahrs)weabtal_erder(0)(1),
Prreplaoe the worst eohd in all new
generated solids with best sohd./
not change:,
/*
Printf (*Armee newpah"):
for(p.0.<.0hd_no).44.)
printf("td",new_soh(e1)/
*/
/*max sahtm(e)(a)./
/*arrIoge the order of schds aoacrding to the f.t of
every schd*/
arrang_wohta_order()
( int 1,,b,a,a7
int eintaw0,
for(sw0,e<eohd note++)
for(aw0,a<2,...)
( sehte_
/*aax_sahtm store the
longest f.t in every ■ohd*/
aw0p
for(se0,,,Csand noie++)
eintew30000p
forflow0,b<stbd norb++)
ifiechte_order(b)(0) <w sante)
/*find asehd with ehereest f.t*/
mintewsalite_order(h) (0)
)
gotta order(m)(0).30000,oehtm_order(e)r1)...,

/*sta. the solid and find next shorter sand./

/•

/

)
for(ew0,e<sabd no,o++)
achta_ordoral(0)wmax schtm((eabta_arder[s)(1)))(0),
/*•troe the f.t of Zil 'Wads*/
Printf("Noschte_order"),
for(se0,0<aandno,s++)
yor(ow0,a<2,e++)
printf(" td",schtm_erderls)ra)),

/*ea•_echtm[e)(a)•/
/.nase the good schds(geod genes) to next research nodes*/
reproduction()
{ int s, d,
mitotic float ...sip masjeohd
for(swOlataandno,s++)/*idd the realproaals of all
f.t's of every scald in

vumarah node•/
( recip_max(e).1.0/0.0Leohtm(s)(0),
bwh+recip ■axis),

•

printf(" 45.31,be05.5f * .r.aip wortml,b),
)
for(ewOle<sehd no,s++)/*bulid • biased roulette wheel
eansieting of 100 small parts
*/
wo.(w).(recip max(0/1)*100,
/*every redid eeoupies some ~tiny., parts stored
in reaip_mox array*/
printf(" 15.2f

/*
*/

",x.nir

max(.)),

am6S536/(2.100.0),
for(e.0,e<seb4 note++)
/*randomly generate a number between 0 and 100 and
select a new eand ecoordieg to the number*/
k•ramd()/a/
kerandea()4100,
if(k>e100)
knee,
b-Op
for(deOleb(sehd_ne,d++)
( beloirea4Pjaax(d)+0.0,
if (b > k)
(noW_sahte)md,eld eahlalwdtbrwoat,
/*put the new generated sated into new-'lab
ray
ar*/

/e

•/

)

pri.ty(*Nr

)
mutate30/.emehange collided blithe in the same ■tring./
( unsilined oboe ool_impflotwyjnolf344j0101nnfootifi,nol(110fl

114 tku_161041.041,4,6,0,1,Cit 6011001 - nof,
int kO,X1.4,0,v1,e,

/•

so,r(,01.00ohd note++)
for(s.Opa<strg nopa++)
{ grintf("\n'w )t
for(b•Opb<30pb++)
pcintf(**2d n ,co1bh(el[a](b))1
)

e
/4

printf("\x")/
for(emOpliKechd avg•++)
for(aeOpa<stxg nola++)
{ printf ("Nn)
for(b•Opb<esx tkpb++)
printf( *4120 ,bh_ordex(s)(a)Cb1),

)

for(seOps<schd nops+4)
C fon(k.. 0 ►1.4t.V ne►.++)/*clear &stays*/
(tor(b•Cipb<sax tkpb++)
( col nofslib)enon bbtk►

)

fon(beOpb<(2*esx_tk)pb++)
f ool_ponfelfb)nnon bhtkp

)

tt col(a)•0p
for(a■0)a<iftrg

noPe++)/*count the no of collided
bktks in every string./

{ /mop
for(bmOyb<max tklb++)

( ifleol_kb(71
1 .)(b1 1,.,non bktk)
**1_,PoeCelfileapool_gos(a)(++1).k,
001 no(x)(((1-1)/2)Tecol bk(s)00(b),
4415-ttcol(a)ett_col(a)+1"/

/4
4/

1

)

if (time no7e02)
grint7(*tt ool(0)eld,ttcol(lleed ",tt_col(0),
te=ool(11)p

n•Op
for(aeOpr<stxg no's++)
/*if the no of—collided Mt). in 1 of 0,skig*/
{ il(tt col(el .0. 1)
coWti
nuet
ze finds
kOexandoeflett col/a),
ececol no(a)(0)►
/*findtwo collided*/
if(k0Sett col(e))
(kOett—col(a)-111,0eool no(s)(k011)
klerandoebett coltel►
—
v1.001 nolkl(kr),
if(k1>Ztt col(*))
)kl•tt:col(a)..lpvl•col_no(s][kl)P)

/•

if(tiees no>e62)
printf(w\nkOelid,kl•id,v0ekd,el•bd,s•ed,s-Id",
k0,k1,v0,v1,4,0).1

/

if(vOnev1)/ediffenent bhtks*/
++r,

if (n>10)

)

exitfindsp

goto exit find,
goto ne;inait

bb ordex).11(colpoo(a)(kO*2))1
({7,61_Puele/fk 0*-2+11)).*,1//*exobengn*/
bh ordexCs)1(col_noetalrkl*21)1
Clool_posfel(kl*2+1)))ev0p

)

/*

*/

Peintf( * \b")►
for(meOpe<schd mops++)
for(aeOpa<etcg nolo++)
( grintt("\nw),
for(neopk<30pb++)
printf(*t2d*,bh_exdexfs)(0[14))

)

mutate20/*exChange eollided bhtks in different mtrings*/
( unsigned cher ool_goe(strg no)C340)p
*ban ool noretng_no)(170),
int tt 3431(otrg no),stop_fg(ettxg_bo),a,b,o,i,r,
int ke7k1,v0,v1,c,d,k,a0,al,a2oeutp
/*
for (seOp ApCoalad nop•++)
• for(..Ora<strg note++)
fprintl ("\n"Tr
for(b•Opb<sax tkpb++)
printf("02e,00l bh(e)fal(b1),

)

primtt("\n"),
/*

for(seOps<molod note++)

for(a.Opa<stzg tuna++)
(Pr-intt ("\n"Ti

for (be°, bowx tkpb++)
printf(*O2dw,bh oirder(s)(al(bflp

/

)

f or (,0 otodhd note++)
{ for(eenpav(trg nepe++)/ecleas

krrayw*/

ifor(b.0,b<sax tk,b++)

)

001

no(a)Tbl•non bktkp

fon(beOpk<(2+max tk),b++)
eel_poefejfbT■non_bntk,
)

)

tt col(e) ,..0Petop_fg(e).0/

forfseOps<strg_nopa++)
/*count the no of collided bktks in every strg./
( i■Op
fox(beCpb<sam tkpb4+)
bhal(e)fb):■nce.bhtk)
(
( col_nos(a)(i)napcol_poe[0(++i)ebp
col no(s)((a,1)/2)7.dol
++11-tt sol(a)ett_ool(e) +T►

1
for(am0/44stsrefs++)

itItt poi il..6)
ate; tg

)

dwO,
for(aw0,a<strg no/b++)
iffstop fgTalwel)
++d, —

1

if(d>•ntng no-1)
/ 4 if the no of collided strgs is 1 or 0.skip 4 /
( continue;

)

maxsOfs0w2Or
for(aw0pa<strg nots4+)
/*find two strings with longer t.t 4 /
if((str_tm2(s)(a)>max) ti (stop fg(n)•40))
fmameetr te2(a)(aDa0es,)
atop fg(aO)er;
max•6Fa1w20,
for(aeOpa<strgno,a++)
if((str ts2(s)(al>max) if (stop_fg(t)=•0))

Inax.otx_ta2[10(10palua/1

rwO,
re_find:
kOsrandoe►ttt oolfa0)/
yOmcol no(a01[V0W 4 find two ketk(0/
if(k0>Zit col(a01)
fkOett—oolla0)-apv0wool_no(101(k0),)

kl■rantioni)ttt ool(al];
vl.00l_no[al)(V1),

if(kl>mtt_ooliall)
fklett col(al)-lyelwool notal][kl)p)
if(v(*..417/ 4 two different Shicks+/
( 4trp
if (r>10)
break/
goto :._find;

)

bh otdor[011(ooljproo[10)(k0 4 21)1
[ lLpos
ao
I a()) [kO*2+1] )1 ovip /*exchange*/
bh_oraer [a] [ (oolLpoi [all [k2 4 21 )1
[ (ool_poo(al) [k1 .4-24.1 ) ) ov°,

/4

printf(.\31 4 )1
for(moDpo<sohd noi•+i)
for(aoCia<ottg notn++)

(printf("\n"T)
for(1•0,1>cmax tklb++)

)

ptintf (" lad* , bk....ardor (s) (a)1k)))

/*change collided bhtk with similar bhtk(extt00 -> tO1 or
011 -> t10) 4 /
eutatel()
( unsigned char ool_pos(3101,
char col no[170),
int i,tt—oc1•0,a,a,b,d,
int a,v,;,f,kg

/*

print?(" nal"),

for(seOpe<schd no's++)
for(seOla<mtry no,.++)
(Priotir\n"T/
for(be0(b<max tkplo4+)
printf( . 112e,bh orderts)(a)(131),

for(seOpecsehd note++)
for(amOpwatrg no/a44)/ 4 4alear assaky.*/
for(iwOli<max tkri++)
I ool o(117.
n
7non bbtk,

)

for(i•0fit(2 4max tk)pi++)
I ool_pes(il.non bbtkr

)

iwOptt oolmOt
tos(beVibtmax tkrb+4)

/*daunt the no of bbtko in every 'try./
(
Ish[s](a)(2)1mnon bhtk)
ool_pogqi)4a,00l_poia++i)410
001 noI((i-1)/2)]ueol bh[ol(al[b),
+41-44tt_ooli

)

)
14(00

eel
0)
/'if no collided bhtk in (ivory strgolkip 4 /

goto nontinu tune
korandosOlott Z61,
if(k>ott col)
(butt...al-1;1
veol noTk1)

/..fins •

bhtk and replies with the similar
bbtk4 /
if(e >e 20)/ 4 bbtk belongs to 02 4 /
4 for(dwO/d<10pd++)
fsrandemf)thb kind(l),

kinta2])
fnbh Iind[21-1,
f.f+20/
iffy
f)

print?(" colead

4

,

col bh(01(oolpos((k*2))))
(al_Pas ( ( k * ail) ) ) I )

4/

bh—Pfd..I.Mool_pos[4k 42 (1)]
Itool.p•SI(kl. 241-1- 1)).f/
psintfrread,1w1dd....d,P.14,41",
v,f,k,col_pos(k+21,
ool_pos(k 4 241)),

4/

break?
)

)

if((20

v) Ai 0 1. 10))/'bhtk belongs to t1 4 /

forldm0tdC10(d++)

f . ... 40.()thb kind[1],
it(f>ebb king11)
fnbh Vind[1]..1,
fet,10,
iffy to f)
printff" col-Id *,

J.ktelliool_ff[k .2 )1)1
11001.pofilk,371)
pe))))1

001

bb_order[11) [ frol_per((k.2)))1
( (csol_peal(k.2+1)1/).,fr
print! ("1,14, feed, k. Id,

v, k, col_post (k*21
ool....poe[k*2+1))7

brenkt
)

> v) " (v
( for (de(/' d<10/ d++)

00))/fthtk belongs to tO ,./

farandole ()SW k.ind[01/
if (f)•bb kindT0) )
fabh Vind(0)-.1/

f•f+01

it er I ■ 51
printf(" ool•ad ",
ool_bh(•) [ (oak".. [ (k*2) 3 )1
I (oolpoe [ (k*2+1) ) ) )
bb_order/s)[(col_poaNk*2))))
I(.°1_peni[Ik*2+1)))1.f,
print/ (*.wed, feed, heed, patd, id" ,

va,k,00l_pea[(k.2)),
ool_pos (k.24.1) 1 )7

break,
)
nertihrrunt,
)

/*

printf(* now.),

Sot 0.01 Arcot:dad no/.4+)
for (Bea I aCatzg no/a++)
(printf \n"T/
for (be0/1se.nai tklb++)
pzintf (*S2er , bh_oader a)

it.) [b) )

)

4/

/*show bhtka and collided bittka in every airing *1
show bborder()
int a,b,•;
psint! ("\n

show")

p

for fa - 01 rCsalia nolo++)

for (an(); a<atra 1101 a++)
Printf("\. w ),
for (bn0;b<rax. tk; b++)
printf ("42dw ,bh order[el (a) [b])/
)
printf ("\n")
alsow_esolbh()

int ads, st
print/ Mx show"),
for (..0/ sKaolad no/.++)
for (a•O/ ia<•trg no/a++)
[ printf("\n`r )/
for (bet)/ kratast th/b4+)
printf ("I2dir,bb order[•) [a) [b) )
)
)

printf MO);

tor (ar();AKaalad net 1 , 4.+)
for (aeO, 'tot., pry a++)

( printf ("\n` r );

for (1,0 ykKaauc tle010++)
printf ("12dr, col bh(s)la)[b)) p

)

)
print! \ ;
/ *0, 166)(51130),o0l bb[S)(3)[301,bb_order[5)151[30)*/
eount_ceeplet...ta ( )
int •,b,b2,n,a2,a,a2,b■e,b10.0,b2;
int all
int an. fgrotig_no) y
Y•agv T•atlaave just rountagl t.tlaretvr2lhave just
counted t.t*/

int =tits, no)►/.oentent pointer in a blitk*/
int Waist:5f ne);/•birtk point.r in a stag./

int ■tart(rtrg no)/
/*the f.t of Bea 1st what of a stag is counted,
it. ■tartsl*/
int Altar! fr•e/
/*it the f.t of the 1st what of • stag i• *Quoted,
',tart tilestart_fg+1*/
int comp -1 gl /*if oollision oust be bappened,ocep_fgel*/
int ac•pTatrg no) I
/*if two or seas age's night oellidn.onnir1*/

int atop fcgatrg no);
/*Um f.t of • atop is ecopleted,•top...fgel*/

/.

int sin,naxotrts,nan, al

paint! ("An erupt ronplet ")

printf(nn bb order")/
for (ano; "Karla no; 04+)
for (...osa<stry no/a++)
( poiotf(*\ow),
fot(b•O)bcoao tkib++)
printf (.12d1r,,bh ordea).) fal [al)/

/

)

tos(■Ogre•alsd fte/s+4)/*eleat eel bh azray*/
for(am0foxotoo mops++)
tor(•oybcoox tkpb++)
aol blot•]a)(b)onoo bbtk;
for(poOro<oola nolo++)

map

array.•/

for (mOparC•esg nopli++)
atop Ig(a).0/alsw_lgt•1.214seep[al•ntatartIale0/
•taaT fgeOpoolajel/bb(•).01
)
not sad .cal

7014■011A0t,,,b0,104)

comp(a)m0,
oomp fr.01
sins 00001
for(a*O►a<strg nota++)
if(((stop 7g(a)em0) on Ists_ta[s] (a) < sin)) 00
(start fgamstrg no))
&inert; tuts)(ar►a2ma►)
/*count-the f.t of all wkst , s after 1st
wkst of every strgifind sin •.t */
else/'count the f.t of the 1st what of every
strg►find sin e.t*/
{ hmbh order[sl(a)1(bb(a))}►
if((start(a)l•l) 66
(tkIhlIsIt(ccis1)1 < sin))
is2■a►einmtklh)(a)((co(a))),}

)

if(rtart_fgIwstrg no)
/*The f.t of 1st ;hit in any strg is counted ?*/
istartla21.11++.tart_fg/1
if(min••30000)
/*if f.t of any strg in a sohd is ovonted,do next
schd*/
got* next schedul►
b2.bbra2licIscc(a211
h' b h-erder •1 0121 Oa)/ /*Iiwbbtk (being counting)*/
if(ags_fg(a2)om2)
/*the previous count is to add ..t*/
for(aeO►a<strg no►a++)/*tg. will .4 "r a new
wkst*/
if(alwn2)
( hlwbh order(sjiall(bb(a))1►
if ( I(T 0MAI(.) ..1 ) 04
(stop fg(a)wo0))
(tkIhr)(a)((cc(a)*2)] mw
tk(b)(a2)(02*11)) 66
lets tm[sl(a) > str_tm(e)(421))
comp(a)Z1►/*might have collision*/
else
...P(a1•01/*no collision*/

)

)

for(s•O►a<strg no's++)
( if(alma2)
ifIoosp(a)•ml)/*might has collision*/
(000p_fgslibreaki)
else
...PJII* 0 1/* no collision*/

}

1.1 ( 0.0P-f9.. 1 )/* have Dellis)... ?*/
( maxstrtmmn►
for(amOsa<strg no/a++)
( if(alwa2)
( if(oomP(a).*1 )/*find one sing with
longest f.t from
collided stzgeq
if(st. t.1.1[41 > maartrtm)
namstrtmmstrtmasllal/
1
)

}

It2•bb ordes(•11.21114+11,
/*mod; bhth being counting./
if(mamatrtm > str_tm(s)(a21)
/*collision is happoned,so agv must wait*/

I 'its te(slla2lemametrta4th(b)(a21(.2)►

/*a7ter waiting,add •.t*/
col bh(0)(42)/b2]mbh orderts1(a2)(1.2)/
/*store col blotk*/

else

sir tm(s)(42)mstr tm(s)(a2)#

tkis,(1.211.2),/..7; collision*/

)

if(tk(h)1a21(02+1)1■0)/*t.t 1.0*/
(agv fg(.2).1►m(a2)mcc(a2)+17}
else/*"Ttk(h)(62)(c2+1)mm0):t.tm0*/
( if(tk(b)(.2)(02+3)1.0)
/*next what exists*/
( str_te (s) (.21mstr_te (611 (a2)+
tk[h)(a21(c2+3),
ago fg(a2)ml►ao(a2)mcc(a2)447

}

else/*Ith(1.1(.21(02+31mw0)/nemt wk.t
doesn't exist*/
( if)Ch2lenon bbtk)
(tk(h)(a2T[02.1)ewtk(h2)(a2)(0)))
/*wksts in matt hhtk existino t.t
between old and new Maths*/
( sir tn[a)(a2)wstr tm(s)(a2)+
tk(E21(.2)(1)1
agvfg(a2)elico(a2).21++b2,
bb(a2)mb2►
if(tismse nomm12)
psintf(*Tnb2•0d,a2m►d,tmld\n",
*-b2,a2,h);
.1..
( if(la•mnon bhtk)
/*next Watt doesn't mast*/
.tep_tg(a2).34
/*stop counting this strg'/
else/oh2lmson bbtk/
tkthl rOi(c.2-1.)1.
tkrh2na23(0)./
( AIM fg(a21.1)
oc(a2)macta21+11

)
)

)
els e/*comp filmO►ne collision/directly add
executing to*/
( b2mbh order(s11.2)(b2417►/*next bbtk*/
.to tils1(a2)ests_tsfs}(a2)+tk(b)(.2)(0217
/*old •.t*/
if(tk(h)(42)(02+111.0)/*t.t1.0*/
agv_fgfa.2).1,no(a2)mccIe2)+1,
/*pointer to t.t*/
)

1111.4.(tkill[a21(.241) 1...0),t.t.0. /
( if Ithib) (a) (cs2+33 1.0)
/*next wkst doesn't wrist*/
( strtm(a)(42]watx 0n(s)(a2).0tkI)1.21(e243 )
ags..tg(e2)ml,osia2}oos(0)44,

else/*(tk(b)(a21(c2+31•)*/
fif0(b2lenon bhtk)
ftkIb1ICIIIc2 - 1feetk(b21(42)(0)))
atr_ta(m)(a2).str hmf.)(a2)+
tk(E2](.2)(1),
acmAg(a2).1(ocIa2).2/++b2(
bb(a2)=b2(
if(times no.-12)
printt("Nnb2eid,a2e*C,tmid\n",b2,a2,12)/

*/
else

if(b2e=non bhtk)
Ortop_fgT.23=1/1
else
f agvfgla2lely
ac(a2)-cc(a2)+1,

)

elos/ * *gy_fea21=1/tbe pxcvious count is to
add t.t*/
I str ta(.1(.2)..t. ta(.1(42)0tklblIa2l(c2),

ifrikih/(a2)(c2+2T...0)
h2.bh ozdor(a)fa2)(b2+11/
it(1327;wnan bhtk)
( stop 4;(.2).10
)

sloe
sts_hurolIa2Imptx tmlifI(*2)+
hrav(a2)0(t.IblIa1l(o2 - 21)1

Iltk(h2)(a2)101))/
+0411,4,(4)ab2/aav_f/(42).2/00(a2)■1/
it(timea no-m12)
paintf("Nnb2a0d,a2atd,taltd\n",b2,a2,h)(
)

else/*tk(h)(a2)(02+2)(e0/branch task is not yet
completed*/

( agy_fg(a2)•2/ca(n2)■aa(a2)+2,

)
)

if(tkces no--12)
( print!]" *elutd,",a2,str_tm(.1(.21),
)

goto notendstr/
next •chedull/

reverved
printf("\nnak_aahta ")1

*/

for(seOpotsChd_not.++)
fmax.01
for(ae0/a<strg nops++)
( soh tm0.11:1101eotz %CO[a])
ifirtx_tm(s)(a) > max)
maxestx_tm(s)(a),
)

max adata(s)(0)anax,

print!(" •34.01majrabta(•)(01)/
)

for(a00,s<sdhd no►o++)
for(ar0►a<strg_nota4+)
printfre5d . ,eob ta(a1(a1(01);

ifisch tm(v)(a)(151>10000)

aolkh()/nrintgr higher 10000.);
axit10)/

( 1111.7,0
}
)

far(a.Opvcaand noy•++)
for(a■0,4<aerg nopa++)
atata21•1 tar.str_ta(.)(a),

/0

prifitg("\mbh order"))
for(..O.C.C.Ed no's++)
for(ae0a.C.ag nola++)

fprintf("\n^),
for(b.0/krennx tk,b++)
printf("42e,bh_ordar(p)(a)(04)/

nrintf(.\n.),
for(aaapp<aabd_nopa++)
foria■0/a<atag nara++)
(printf("\n"T/
far(b.07b<max 'Wok++)
pzintf("►2dW,aal bn(a)(a)(b))/
)

0/

printf("\mmax sehtm")/
for(seCiortsca no' .++)
printIr 10,msx_mcbta(s][0])/

init string()
clear bh order °,
move tlt(T/
move tray()/
averIg tm()/
arrang task()/
.elect branch()/

inital-kk()/
.aveLatita(),

MOum..trav()

int •■0,a,a,
/0

0/

far(a00104<30/41++)
printfra2d",tk(01(91(0))/
paintf("input cave")/
for(s00/stwk kindra0+)
fak(0.0/a4k kind/ a++)
t...(a) (k)T00.tmay0(a) (a),
0.a/

for(reOirook kindis.+)
for(ceopc4h kind/a++)

441111

tra,14110T.P.twa(s)141,

▪

/*

•/
/*

3/

/*

•/

.fax(r•0/x<wk kindgr++)
fox(c•0/c<ilb kind/a++)
txavrolItira)•trav2(x)(0);

++*;

for(r•Olr<wk kind/r++)
for(a•0/04k kinds c++)
traria) [x]To)ocro+1(xl(nIt
++op
for(r•O/r<uk kind►x++)
for(c•Ote4rok kind/a++)
trav(o)[xITO).trav4(xlIall
printf(^\n.),
for(coOpo<30/0++)
printf (n112/1., tk [0) [0) lap
printf ("troy") p exit (0) p
for(o.Ops<salad no/a++)
(nrintf("\n^T/
fox(x.Opr<wk kind/r++)
(printf("\;"),
for(coOpoptwk kind/c++)
printf("42a",travfo][41.1),

)

)

oavootrtn()
1
int 0,a,b,rep
fox(or0/otocbd no/s++)
( far(o•O►irOltsg...no►s++)
( for(b■O►b<aftx tk►b+4)
{ ro•bb orar(o)(a)tb),
if (r.Tonon bbtk)
oah_tn211)falootth tn2(o)(a)+
bbf-Coun(s)(rel/

)

print!(" id",oah

to21.1(10)/

1

)

clear bh order()
int ■ot ‘ bp
for(s•Olotrehd no►o++)
for(a.0/a<otrp no/a++)
fox (bo0/1/4nar tklb++)
( bh ord.E(.) (•) (b)nnon blatk/
aor (a ) DO [b] onon_bEtkt
for(ooOpo<oohd no/o++)
for(b•0pb<30-6/b++)
tk ord.:W[15)•mm bhtkp
inital_tk()
/*

int nol,t,e,pkoo,tn.oun/
for(no/o<oand mum++)
( printi("\;'),

)

•

for(tuOpt<ttknopt++)
printf("t2d . ,tk ordor[0(t))/

/ Ptintf("\n inincltk input");
for(000lotoabd no/s++)
( o•0/pamooOpoun•0►.o0;
fox(t•0;t4trknopt++)
tn•bbitous[o){(tk ordarlo)(t))),
i f (posio■•0)
( if (novionanta 4 0)
f bb order(•)(10(t*olo
tk-Ordoz(e)(t)p
)
else (

/

printf("654",ouh_tn),

•/

+.14/
ounoOpootp.+tp
if
(a••(strg no-1))

n000■l;

also paso■0/
. 1.. { bb ord./x{.3(40ft -olo
ti:oxdsr(ollt);

)

/0

P.inhf("15e,oun),

•/
)

/•

printf("\nbh ordnetn")/
for(poO►s<ocEd no►o++)
( for(a■0►aZotra no►a++)
( for(t=0,t<ftax tkft14)
VEintf("t2W . ,bh ardex(m)[..)(t)),
Printf("ib");

)

•

)

/ **WO),

..scat branch()

/*

int 2,,

A,

foc(/PO/K.01W nolo++)
( Ptihtf("\e);
for(b•0/b4ttkaopb++)
printf("42d",tk ordex(o)(b))/

)

*

/ primtf("Xn ..sect branch tk")/

for(.•Ops4ochd :lope++)
{ boO;
',moth sexy'

::tta!1:1"".1(b1;

/•

{ case 01

pw0134/1/4.kin41011
IMAA4111/0

if

if

a/

ease 1:

1m.andam()Ibbjciadr'I'
if (k••0)
tk_orderlel(b).0,
if (k■*1)
tk order(0)(k)•17
if (k>"37)
tk order(01121-0;
break,
ra65533/2/bhkind(1),kerand()/ri
kexandam()Ibh kind[1],
if (k••0)
tk order(e)(b)•10,
if (keel)
tkorder(m)(blell,

if (k>1)

<sae* 2,

tk order(s)rb)■10,
breaks
red5335/2/bh_kind121,kerand()/r,

•1

k".cndein()%bla kind120
if(ke*0)
tk ordar(e)(b)•20,
if(kW.4)
tk ordar(a)(1,)•21,
if (k..2)
tk ordor(e)rb] e22,
if(k**2)
tk ordar[e]lb)■23,
if(ke.4)
tk order(s)(b).24,
if (k.7.5)
tk order(e)(14•25;
if (k>3)
br.T
::
tk orderfal(b) .20,
default,printf(*•elact_branch in trouble")/break,
++b;
if(blettkno)
goto anotb_etrg,

/*

)

for(e■01.<11ohd *Ns++)
( printf("\ E*),

for(bm►b<ttkno,b4+)
printfe42e,tk_order(m)(b1),

)

*/
1

printf("\n select branch"),arit(0);

aove_tk()
int ad, /
for(a•0,a<age cola++)
for(bel),Skbb oonttpb**)
( tk(00)11:
1 Voletk00(a)(b);
tk(O1)[a)(b).tk0l)a) )b);
tk[1011a)(b)stk10[al(b],
tk(11)(a)(b)■tA11Ial(b),
tk120)(a)(b)etk20(a)(b),

tk(21)(a)(b)•tk21(aIrkl,
tk[22](a)(bletk22(a)(b),
tk(221(a)(bletk23(a1(b),
tk[241(111(n]ftk21(1041, 11
tk[251(a)(k)etk25(a)(b),

1
/*

crintf("\n"),
for(a•1.<1,14+)
( for(bw0,b<30pb++)
printf("►d,",tk(001(a)(a)),
)

*/

exit (0),

orrang_tamk()
int b. ,101 44,b.tte0,tkno(tk kind).
tknol(tk kind),/*tk kinde3*/
int b,c,o,co-irect_tkno(Tichd no)(tk kind),
ttkno■O,
for(asOla<tk kind,o4+)/*ehtk no(a)e(40,40,24)*/
( if (aba note) 1 -0 )
ttknolehtk no(a)+ttkno,/*eue of total tacka*/
slaw break;

/*
*/
/*
*/

)

ce65331/(2.ttkno),
printf("ttatd,cnitl.lf",ttkno,a),
printf("\n"),
for(se0,attk kind, a++)
tkno(a)Zeatk no(a),tknol(a)*ebtk no[a1,1
dettkno,
for(e.0,e<eclad note++)

/*

*/

P.intf("\nnotd*,e),
for(ce0,c<tk kindp044)
correct tkiie[e)(0)■0,
for(a..0,a7tk kind,a++)
tkno(a)*ttnol(e)p
for(a..0,a<dta++)
bexand()/c,
b■.nndon(lbttknot
tt■O,
for(h.0115<tk kirolph++)/..eleat ay./

tt.ttianoth),
(tt > b)

break,
also continuo,

Priatf(* beilid,tt*Od*.k, ,tt),
(b>•tk

hatil
01001h1.4kno(h).1)

dori:*/*"(h L. 3)
Zstr:ot.

tk order(ej(a)■h,
/*raft. a task from tkno(k)
/add the task to tk order(011a) ...ached * /
ttknoattknolp/*do.raraps a task frogs total
tasks*/

if (ttkno..0).

tkordertel(a)".k,

els. cerandonOtttkno,
elms cs65536/ (2*ttkno)
printf(.2.ad.laOd . .tkno[2),tkno[ 1 ]) ,
printfr,0.6d,ttkno.ad,ar•6cl,c.%d\n",
tkno[0],ttkno,tk order[e][a],o),
if (ttknov•0)
brook,
)
for(f•Opf<dlf++)
printfrik order(e)ff). 112d,",tk_order(s)(f))/
pr int f( sw), —
ttkno■dt
printf("\ntk order\n")/
for(•■0,s<sohd 'Iwo++)
{ printf("\n W ),
for(be0,h<d,b++)
printf("%2d",tk order(m)(b)):
printf("\n")/
/*Agter selecting tkm,00rsect no of tasks*/
fosis■0,0<sabd no,s++)
for(bs0,b4d/V++)
( if (tk order(m)(b1vv0)
i++5orrect tkno(s)(0],
ifIcorroci tkno(s)(0(>entk no(0))
I if(correct tkno(8)11)<sktk no(1))
tk orcar(.)(b).1/
++correct_tkno(h)(11)

slse

( tk_order(al(b).2p
++corraot tkno(s)(2),

)
000tinue,

tkra[s)101
Es) 101 p

)
if(tk order(s)tkl*v1)
f++ZOrrect tkno1.1(1)/
if(posrecri tkno(1011)>ektk ro[1])
( ificorione tkno(a)(2paktk no[2])
tk otar[0(b).2,
+4orrank_tkno(.1[21:
else
( tk order(s)(b)e0;
++Zorrect_tknots)(0),

--oosreot_tkno[s1r1),
continue,
ifltk ordar[a][b)..2)
(+4.71aareat tknors)r2],
ifloorrect tkno[s]E2)>ektk no[2]1
{ ifloorl'ect_tknols)T0)<ebtkno[0])
( tk_order(s)(b).0)
++correct_tkno[l](0)/
else
( tk order(s)tb3.1,
++correat tkno(s)[1],
....correct tknols)(2),
)
continue/
/*

si

)

)

for(s■O►m<schd co►s++)
( printf("\n w lt
for(be0,k<d)b++)
printf("t2d",tk orderts]fb));
printf("\m arrange tk"),
exit 10),

/ * tk(tb)( 1 )(01.(task bmanok)ing , Itsontokt) * /
averag ta()

/*

int a,tb,e,
int ttp

si

fok(0■0to<bb oonttia4+)
print1( .r2d",tk(001(01(.)),
exit(0),
forltbe0,tb.((tk kind , 10),tb4+)
( tte0;
for(ssO)c<hk nontt,c++)
( tt ett+ttltb)(0)( 44c),ttutt+tkftb)(0)(*+.1/
tkblasunl(tb/10)lett,
/•tkbkran((tb/10))etne f.t's of t00,t10,t20
,t30,t40*/
Littk(tb)(0)(.1.2]..0)
break,
)
tbetb+10,
)

/*

•i

/4

print! ("\n"),
for(tb•Optb<tk kind,tb++)
printfrbd.'",tkbhsum(tb));

•
•

("\n"),
(0),

tta0p
for(tbeOptb<tk kinOtb++)
ttett+entk no(tb)*tkbhaun(t1),
reantaett/strg
/*neanteethe rough f.t of every string*/

poinst("\mosankasteammt^),

*/

oxit(0);

/•sick tm2[51121•/
mot/167 init_string()
int i,j,
int a,a,m1,b,temp,b2,k;
int ft[.trg no),min tm,d,m,ft0,ftl,tm0,tml,tm00,tmlit
int max,min,a0,alt —
/• re/served
for(a.01a<atrg nem++)
printf(nnir ),
for(b•0;b<max thy/a++)
printfrladw,bh order(01(a)(b));
1
print! {"\n") p
for(..0.</labd_notm++)
for(a•0;a<strg nola++)
printf("15d",sch tm2[2][..));
•/
forDem0;k<5;h++)
ffor(s•0;.<.and no's++)
/•

prin,f(*\..),
for(amOta<mtzg noya*+)
(printf("\n"Ty
for(b.0;b<max_tbfb++)
print! ( ^ 42d.,/ab_ordar (m) [a) nal
mxit(0);

•I

fat(a■Ota<mtzi; mOla++)
ft(a)maob_tar[01(a1;
min•30000;max■0;
for(amOta<mtrg nOla++)
( if(ft(a)>Rax)
fmax.ft(a);a0mal)
for(amOta<sitrg nota++)
if(ft[a) < min)
( iffaOl•a)
(min•ft[a1lal•a;)
a•0;b2m0;
if((ft[a0]-ftla11) > 5)

ret.ry a

{

far(b•0;b<max tk,b++)
(if(bhordei(•)(a0)rbIlmnabbtk)
tmOmblift.ims[a0) [ (bla ordmrt (at) (b)) I /
tmOOmbhetrustall [(bE ord./m[60[aq [b) )11
tmlablaftmum[0.11[ (Lh -Order( .11.11 [h2I t
tall.blaftrum[a0) [ (bfi order [.) (al) (1,21) / ;
if( tm0 > tai)
I if(abs((ft[a01-tm0+tm11)(ftrall-tml+tm00)) <
aba((ft[a01
( tempmbh_order[mj(a0)(b);
bh ordmx[.1(a0)(b).
bh:Ordar1.1(.1)fb21;
bh oramr[Wal)(b2)..tompt
ftTa0).ft[mOl•tm0+tmll;

ft[allmft(al)-tml+tm00;
.ab tm2Iml[mOlmft[■01;
scab tm2(.)[all.ft(allt
printf("\n %et Id*,

scla tm2(•) DLO) ,•ah_tm2[•I (.11 )1
for-(1.0;i<2,i++)
(printf( ^ \n"),
forijmOlj<max tkpj++1
printf(*1124",1db arder[.)[i)(j)),

)

simpo•s0 <. cal*/

fif(ft[al)>It(m0])
ifiabef(ft[al).*tml+tm00)(ft[a0)■tm0+tm11)) <
abo((ft[a11...ft[a0))))
I tmmpmbh order[mItall(b2);
bh 0.1.71.1lal/(b2).
bh-oramria)(a0)[b];
bh orderls1(.0)(b).temp;
ftTall•ft(a1)-tmlitm00/
ft(a01mftfa01+tm0+tm111
soh tim2(.1IaOlmft(a0);
mdCtm2(.1(a11mft[all;

/•

printf("\m ad 4.1.,
soh tm2(.11.01,oahtm2(.1(a1));
forli•0;i<2;i++)
( print!("\b"))
fe.(j•0,5<max tkti++)
print! (^%2d*,
bb_order[Wil[31);

)

)

)

else/•bh ardemlml[h)(bl•.amm bhtk* /
( if(aSs(ft[all..ft(a0)) > T)
(++b2;
if (bb oadlem[m][al)(b211mna_bbth)
pot* rotryt
)
)
}

/•

printf("\ninitiftl string . );

for(mmOts<mabd neg.++)
for(a•0;a<otrp mo►a++)
printfr15d",amhtm2[1.)[..1);
Ptihtf("\mbh otdoz")i
for(oOlikischd nolo++)
for4•0,110stry nolia++,

for(bm0;b<max thlb++)

printfrt20,bhoulle*(a1110f1.1)/

Moilikle\holodity otettit")1smiki0)1

•!
}

